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Introduction
The technique of laser remote sensing and its application for monitoring
of land and water environments including oil pollution diagnostics (OPD)
has been well explored in a course of the last decades (Hoge and Swift,
1980; Cecchi et al., 1986; Hengstermann and Reuter, 1990; Babichenko,
2008; Fingas and Brown, 2011). Among other techniques, ones based
on laser induced fluorescence (LIF) method constitute a cluster of active
remote sensing systems (often referenced to as Laser Fluorosensors) capable
to deliver analytical information with high applicability (Dudeizak et al.,
1991; Fingas and Brown, 2010). A fundamental advantage of active remote
sensing systems is the selective excitation by monochromatic laser emission.
A secondary emission of the sensed object creates an response signal, which
constitutes of light scattering and fluorescence of complex molecules, like
polyaromatic hydrocarbons. The selective excitation increases the applicability of technique to discriminate between the targeted and background
object.
LIF technique reached its next step by inclusion of laboratory chemical spectroscopy concept of fine spectral details, which is referred to as
hyperspectral. The main difference between such systems and a Laser
Fluorosensor is that there are no predefined spectral ranges to detect echosignal, and a comprehensive shape of water emission spectrum is recorded
at every laser shot for consequent analysis (Babichenko, 2008). At present
state the hyperspectral LIF (HLIF) sensors are promising technological
solution, which brings significant additional value to effective diagnostics
of events related to oil pollution (Babichenko et al., 1993; Pantani et al.,
1995).
The detection and identification accuracy of oil pollution using particular
sensor technology is constrained with several factors: the physical limitations of technology, unfavorable operation conditions, and the adequacy
of data processing techniques. LIF sensors have been highly valued in
suitability for many applications criteria setting them as the only sensor
capable of working on various backgrounds including water, land, shoreline, ice and snow in night and day. In contrast, the data processing
has been substantially studied mainly for multispectral approach of laser
13

fluorosensors. The hyperspectral data processing has been considered in
the framework of passive hyperspectral imagery, presenting many state-ofthe art objects detection and identification algorithms. The topics of the
HLIF technique data processing, the issues and application specifics remain
unexplored in a great extent.
This thesis is focused on the HLIF data processing solutions for OPD
of land and water environments addressing the improvement of sensing
capabilities and meeting the criteria of the automated decision making.
The thesis considers
 establishing of HLIF data processing systematic approach for land
and water environments;
 modeling and analysis of HLIF measurements using the advanced
signal processing techniques;
 application of structural feature extraction/denoising for improving
the identification capabilities of HLIF pattern recognition system;
 providing the HLIF automated diagnostics platform of land and water
oil pollution detection and identification.

The main original contribution of this thesis is in deep, application
dependent analysis of HLIF data processing in the framework of OPD
technological solution. Author’s contributions are discussed in more detail
in the beginning of the chapters 1, 2, 3 and 4.

Problem statement
Oil exploration and transportation remain as a high risk environmental
activities up to now. In particular, ninety percent of oil products are
transported to Europe by sea. Therefore a large probability exists that
some amount of oil products will end up in the sea. Irrespective of whether
the pollution event occurs due to an accident or normal operations of ships,
it still severely damages the sea environment. In addition, a heightened
risk comes from the offshore oil drilling platforms. Rapidly rising demand
for hydrocarbons expected to boost offshore drilling in ultra-deepwater and
harsh-weather environments (GBI Research, 2011). The accidents occurred
to oil tankers Prestige in 2002 and Erika in 1999 as well as the Deepwater
Horizon oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico (2010) are some of the most vivid
examples of possible risk and its extent. A large-scale pollution event in the
sea exerts great hazards upon the environment and brings high demands
to governmental agencies and commercial enterprises responsible for this
domain.
14

In addition to potential pollution caused by accidents, some of the
pollution enters the sea with dirty water created during routine operations,
e.g. ballast water, the wash water from containers and tanks, and also the
waste water from engine room. As a result of such pollution-causing actions,
a large amount of oil enters the marine environment and it is therefore the
largest source of ship-based pollution, which poses a longterm hazard to
the environment of the seas and seashore areas.
In recent years the increasing demand of energy and development of new
oil extraction technologies increased the production of unconventional oil
from the onshore deposits (International Energy Agency, 2013). Unconventional sources as heavy crude oil, oil sands and shale oil are characterized
by increased hazardous waste coming from production, transportation and
storage. Environmental concerns with unconventional oil related to production phase are the leakages of oil and byproducts. The close proximity
of water resources to oil development site and open-pit mining increases
the likelihood of contamination. A byproducts hazard sedimentation of
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) in the Athabasca oil sands has
been reported in Kurek et al. (2013).
The inland transportation of unconventional oil products is associated
with high risks. The pipeline split and following oil spill can cause a
long term damage to natural environment due to the low degradation and
accumulation of contamination in sediment. The accumulation and post
cleaning operations can take years as for Kalamazoo River oil spill of diluted
bitumen (Song, 2012).
When taking into account the above-mentioned risks, the stakeholders
including industries and society face the issues of detection of pollution
as early as possible, localizing the pollution event and executing effective cleanup processes. In this field recent years have brought a number
of different technologies, which have significantly improved the detection
ability related to pollution. At the same time the existing technological
solutions (SLAR, IR/UV scanner, MWR) have clear disadvantages - unable
to remotely classify oil, detect oil emulsion and dissolved fractions, reveal
submerged oil and operation in certain weather conditions (waves and ice)
and shoreline-land environment. The main focus of the current developing is to provide a technological solution, which brings about significant
additional value to effective resolving of events related to oil pollution.

State of the art
At the end of past century new laser and photonics technologies created
considerable effort on development of remote sensing systems. The increased technological capabilities allowed to extend the remote sensing to
15

airborne applications, which remain a preferred solution for large water
ares monitoring. An overview of the history of oil pollution monitoring
and summary of airborne remote sensing systems can be found in a several
review papers (Babichenko, 2008; Jha et al., 2008; Fingas and Brown, 2014).
The theory behind and the first results of active airborne LIF LIDAR
use for oil film detection were introduced in Hoge and Swift (1980), and
the airborne detection of oil discharges in the sea were demonstrated in
Hengstermann and Reuter (1990, 1992b); Hengstermann et al. (1992), the
application of multiple sensing wavelengths in LIF LIDAR was developed
in Dudelzak et al. (1991). Since that time the airborne LIF techniques
were significantly enhanced and tested in numerous studies (Brown et al.,
1997; Babichenko et al., 2000a; Zielinski et al., 2000). It has been proved
that combined use of LIF LIDAR with other on-board sensors increases
the reliability of airborne oil detection (Robbe, 2005; Zielinski et al., 2006;
Lennon et al., 2006).
The first operational airborne surveillance with hyperspectral LIF LIDAR was reported in Babichenko et al. (1995). In a course of HLIF
development the systems have been extensively tested in various applications on board of ships, rotary and fixed wing platforms for detection of
trace level oil pollution in open seawaters and coastal areas; finding and
mapping of oil spills; location and identification of submerged oil (Ohmsett,
2005); profiling of Dissolved Organic Matter (DOM) in lakes and rivers;
diagnostics of agriculture and industrial run-offs, and eutrophication; monitoring of accumulated oil pollution in the port areas; general environmental
assessment of natural water quality (Babichenko et al., 1995, 2000b, 2006).
The approach to LIF data processing for OPD always considered the
qualitative and quantitative analysis of the fluorescence emission spectrum.
The estimation of oil class and film thickness with airborne LIF were
first introduced by Hoge and Swift (1980); O’Neil et al. (1980); Hengstermann and Reuter (1990). The general LIF signal pattern recognition
concept first introduced in Hengstermann and Reuter (1990) was based
on linear transformation of multispectral signatures into new domain by
means of Karhunen–Loève transform or Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) (Abdi and Williams, 2010). A classification according to predefined
classes required comprehensive catalog of optical properties with extracted
relevant principal component features (Hengstermann and Reuter, 1992a).
Using Minimum Distance to Means classifier (Richards and Jia, 1999) the
principal component feature space was partitioned into 9 classes yielding
good oil identification results in tests flights (Reuter et al., 1995).
Another pattern recognition approaches were introduced in the framework of Channel Relationship Method or “differential fluorescence” (CRM)
(Cecchi et al., 1986; Almhdi et al., 2007), Asymmetry (Babichenko et al.,
2002), Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) and Support Vector Machines
16

(SVM) (Dolenko et al., 2002; Karpicz et al., 2006; Almhdi et al., 2007).
First couple of methods are related to Ad hoc and deterministic methods.
The CRM uses the relation of fluorescence bands similar to Normalized
Difference Vegetative Index (NDVI) applied in reflectrometry (Carlson and
Ripley, 1997). The Assymetry has more general concept relied on the
whole spectral deformation due to the presence of pollutant. In ANN and
SVM the multispectral data or selected number of emission bands are used
directly as inputs. The results indicate sufficient applicability of solution,
however presenting some issues with overfitting and noise in real world
data. From mentioned techniques the Assymetry has been used for HLIF
data processing in Babichenko et al. (2004).
A statistical and decision-theoretic approaches are prevalent in multispectral LIF OPD applications. Directly applied supervised classification
algorithms as ANN and SVM are highly dependent on a comprehensive
training dataset, including a problem with number and configuration of inputs (training features), and generally represent a “black-box” in operation.
The leading PCA feature extraction method introduced in Hengstermann
and Reuter (1990) has been applied for state-of-the art OPD multi-sensor
airborne platform in Robbe (2005).
The HLIF technology introduces all advantages of fluorosensors with
additional detailed hyperspectral data. Properly extracted information
contained in hyperspectral data improves the capabilities of pattern recognition as has been demonstrated in variety of hyperspectral imagery applications (Manolakis et al., 2001; Heinz and Chang, 2001; Yang et al., 2011;
Cohen et al., 2011). The conventional HLIF data analysis rely on basic
hyperspectral Linear Mixture Model (LMM) technique, which has been
widely studied in imaging spectroscopy (Bioucas-Dias et al., 2012). The
LMM assumption combined with non-negativity constraint is exploited for
“mixed” fluorescence response. This approach led to applicability of HLIF
technique for inner waters monitoring, where the natural water background
fluorescence (DOM or Gelbstoff) can exceed pollutant in multiple times
(Babichenko et al., 2010).
An extraction of relevant information from high-dimensional data in
pattern recognition is referred to as feature extraction/selection. A comprehensive history background on feature extraction can be found in Saito
(1994). The structural feature extraction (Pavlidis, 1977; Fu et al., 1982)
describe the high-dimensional or hyperspectral data using predefined primitives like LMM end-members or wavelets. In Bruce et al. (2002) structural
feature extraction based on wavelet transform demonstrate high (over 95%)
classification accuracy for hyperspectral imagery. The feature extraction is
critical in searching for data with known spectral signatures in the presence
of unknown and variable background.
In addition to the background interference the most limiting factor
17

in OPD can be considered as measurement uncertainty or noise. Many
conventional signal denoising techniques are build upon the estimation of
signal independent and identically distributed noise model (Donoho and
Johnstone, 1995; Luisier et al., 2007). In Foi et al. (2008) practical signaldependent Poissonian-Gaussian noise model for digital imagery has been
introduced. Signal denoising methods incorporating the signal-dependent
noise model are relatively new (Liu et al., 2008; Hasinoff et al., 2010; Luisier
et al., 2011). It has to be mentioned that there is no known denoising or
modeling of noise application concerning HLIF data.
As opposed to FLIR and radar technologies, HLIF-LIDAR-based monitoring can selectively quantify and identify even very small amounts of
oil product in difficult conditions with lowest false alarm rate. The stateof-the art development and commercialization of complementary solution
for Oil Spill Detection addressing the current technology gaps (harsh environments, precision, verification) and creating the service capabilities
to tend the needs of to the decision makers (data management, delivery
and presentation) includes the HLIF-LIDAR technique as the basic sensing
component (EAS project “Development of an Oil Spill Detection System
based on information and laser remote sensing technology”).

Outline of the thesis
This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 1 introduces the developing of
HLIF data systematic approach. Concepts of LMM, natural fluorescence
background and HLIF end-member mixtures are discussed. It presents
the discriminant measure suitable for HLIF data comparison with corresponding experimental examples of OPD in natural water. An important
aspect of oil pollution detection in the presence of high natural fluorescence
background in water environment is evaluated. This chapter provides
needed framework for subsequent developments in the rest of the thesis.
Chapter 2 begins with detailed overview of Wavelet Transform (WT).
WT is used to solve many application specific tasks in computer science
and it is essential tool for domain-scale analysis of HLIF data. Research
presented in Chapter 2 contributed to the development of comprehensive
HLIF signal-noise model. This model is based on the state-of-the art
Poisson-Gaussian noise model in Foi et al. (2008) originally developed for
digital images. Estimation of model parameters algorithm is upgraded for
the HLIF signals. Noise parameters estimated from real-world HLIF data
are used in subsequent chapters in simulation experiments.
Key parts of the HLIF data analysis are developed in Chapter 3. This
includes the structural feature extraction concept applied for extraction
of important information from HLIF data while removing the irrelevant
18

one. The robust feature extraction is inspired by the sparsity-norm optimization and uses the lifting scheme WT. Method was presented in papers
Sobolev and Babichenko (2013a,b) regarding HLIF OPD and applied for
standoff detection of biological aerosols in Hausmann et al. (2014). By
extending the wavelet feature extraction technique a novel Adaptive Slope
Compensation (ASC) denoising method for mixed Poisson-Gaussian noise
has been developed. The effectives of feature extraction and ASC denoising
is demonstrated on a number of examples.
The methods of signal processing and feature extraction, discussed in
thesis, are applied for the oil spill monitoring in land/water mixed environment in 4th Chapter. The application capabilities in real-world examples
such as the detection and identification of pollutant in the presence of strong
fluorescence background, the recognition of pollutant in unknown mixture
and monitoring of inner waters for residual organic pollution are improved.
The developed pattern recognition system for HLIF OPD is presented as a
conceptual scheme as final result.
Concluding remarks summarizing the results of the thesis are drawn in
the “Conclusions” section with additional view of future HLIF technique
development. The “Appendix” Chapter contains the implementations of
thesis algorithms as Matlab code listings with comprehensive commentaries.
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Chapter 1

Systematization of HLIF
data for OPD
The applicability of a remote sensing technology for OPD is directly dependent on the quality of discrimination of an oil pollution from the natural
environment as well as on the pollutant type classification accuracy. In
general case very few objects have strong fluorescence compared to oil,
especially in clean open water basins, which facilitates the LIF diagnostics. The analysis becomes more challenging when observing inner waters
(coastline, estuaries, lakes, rivers, wetlands) or terrestrial targets due to
the higher intensity and variability of background fluorescence spectra.
According to previous statement, the key aspects are related to the
homogeneity of the underlying surface being analyzed and a quantity of
spectral variations of the targets being under exploration. The effective
detection and identification of organic pollution requires understanding the
differences and systematization of HLIF OPD knowledge.
The systematization of HLIF data with the examples of natural water
diagnostics is provided in this chapter. Important and frequently observed natural fluorescence backgrounds are shown. The needs and gaps
of OPD have been specified for understanding the differences in LIDAR
applications. This chapter provides the needed framework for subsequent
developments in next sections.

1.1

Author’s contribution

The author elaborated the basis systematic approach for HLIF LIDAR
OPD diagnostics. This includes the creation, configuration and use of the
end-members library concerning the specificity of LIDAR applications.
 The reference HLIF library of spectral end-members is proposed for
water and land OPD applications;

21

 Systematization of fluorescence objects by their role in HLIF OPD is
developed. As a result the general assumptions about HLIF pollution
model composition are given with diagram for water and land OPD
applications;
 Discriminant measure suitable for HLIF data comparison is introduced. The LMM and proposed discriminant measure are applied for
natural water OPD in experiment;
 The capabilities of organic pollution detection in natural water are
tested in simulation experiment and the issues of diagnostics have
been revealed;
 Carrying out experimental set up, measurements/simulation, implementing the necessary algorithms, data processing in provided examples;

1.2

The HLIF spectrum

The HLIF spectrum is a continuous measurement of a real fluorescence
values over a finite discrete emission spectral range. The HLIF spectrum
can serve as a spectral signature of object or combination of objects which
can uniquely identify its source.
Let the λ ⊂ R+ denote a wavelength range which is a subset of positive
real numbers. Then the HLIF spectra can be given as a discrete real-valued
function f : λ → I with finite length where I is the fluorescence intensity.
The fluorescence intensity is strictly positive so I ∈ R+ .
The typical range of λ is given by construction of spectral detector,
excitation wavelength and application requirements. Generally the HLIF
spectra are recorded in the spectral ranges 300 − 600 nm or 450 − 750
nm (Babichenko, 2008). LIDAR systems for marine applications typically
employ a laser with operational wavelengths near UV or blue/green spectral
range, which gives a penetration depth of a few meters in most natural
waters.
Let I ⊂ Rn+ denote a n-dimensional spectrum space as a subspace of
positive real numbers. In this case, the dimensionality or the number of
bands of each spectrum is n. The dimensionality varies with instrumentation and typical is not less than 256. The large number of spectral bands
puts HLIF data into a group of high dimensional datasets.

1.2.1

The HLIF spectra mixture

The HLIF spectra analysis of the combination of substances is possible
due to the additivity of fluorescence spectra of the molecules that are not
22

entering chemical reaction. The conventional method of HLIF analysis is
known as end-member extraction, Linear Spectral Unmixing or LMM. The
end-members are the spectral signatures of single objects of interest that
are predefined in a spectral library. The analysis assumes that no chemical
reaction occurs in a mixture. Therefore, given the set of end-members as
m × n matrix F, a LMM can be expressed as
z = M + e,

(1.1)

where M = Fk is end-members composed model, z is an 1×n measurement
vector, k is 1 × m component intensity vector (in reflectance spectroscopy
known as abundance) and e is measurement error. Since the fluorescence
intensity of each end-member denoted by k is strictly positive the solution to (1.1) can be found with the nonnegative constrained least-squares
optimization solved using the Lagrange multipliers (Lawson and Hanson,
1974).

1.2.2

Library of spectral end-members

As the fluorescence spectra depend on the molecular structure it serves
as the spectral “fingerprint”, explicitly characterizing substance and specifying its presence among the others. Typical HLIF analysis is aimed on
the identification of the exact mixture components which is possible only
when the reference spectra are known. Identification is required for the
quantitative analysis also, as the estimation of concentration only works
with proper calibration curve created for particular substance.
Comprehensive reference library of spectral end-members is essential for
every application. The number and type of end-members is also important
and application specific, as for example the spectra of ground natural
fluorophores (grass, leaves etc.) obviously is redundant in water diagnostic
application. Generally the end-members can be divided into two groups:
signals of interest and natural fluorescent background.
In environmental applications of OPD the spectra of organic pollutants
enter the first group. In general the PAHs, i.e. oil products are considered
as organic pollutants. The variability of oil products is high and determined
by the genesis, depth and geological position of the deposit. The layout
of PAH complexes uniquely determines the fluorescence signature of oil
product, therefore a feasible set of oil products should be investigated to
get an overview of the spectral variability of the fluorescence signatures
(Hengstermann and Reuter, 1992b).
Figure 1.1a shows the HLIF spectra end-members of 18 pollutants. The
end-member HLIF data are recorded with many averages and thus always
referred as “ground truth” with zero measurement noise. The oil products
are colored by density estimate into three common classes: light refined,
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medium refined and crude. The color classes correspond with correlation
grouping of HLIF spectra shown in figure 1.1b.
Generally all potential pollutants must be included in spectral library
considering the local operational aspects. The inclusion of concrete oil
fluorescence spectrum gives the ability to identify it even in the presence
of unknown background fluorescence which is demonstrated in chapters 3
and 4. The unknown pollutant can be roughly classified only into a groups
i.e. defined in figure 1.1b, without the detailed identification.
In natural environment the state of the pollutant is dynamic and is
accompanied by a number of transformation processes, as for example the
weathering of oil and emulsification. The transformation of aggregate state
with fast chemical and biological degradation significantly influences the
fluorescence response of the oil product. This means that reference library
should be extended according to the specific diagnostics, like appending the
end-member spectra of pollutants in emulsified state.

1.2.3

Natural fluorescence background

The main target of LIF LIDAR diagnostics is the discrimination of the
pollutants from the natural fluorescent background. The natural fluorescent
background is a definition of organic substances which naturally exist in
environment. It is quite typical that fluorescence intensity of pollutant is
lower than the corresponding value of background substance. The presence
of background in LMM is important for diagnostics and correct estimation
of pollution amount.
The group of fluorescent background substances can be entirely defined
only for water diagnostic applications. The main source of fluorescence in
natural water is the dissolved organic matter (Gelbstoff, yellow substance)
of natural origin. The HLIF spectra of DOM under UV excitation shows
wide band spectral structures with single characteristic maximum. The
particular shape of DOM is uniform for single region, however it can be
different in various waters depending on the different composition of humic
substances (Shubina et al., 2010). Figure 1.2 shows some examples of HLIF
spectra with variable organics concentration for clean natural water.
Besides the fluorescence of organic compounds the HLIF spectrum of
natural water shows additional characteristic component - the Raman Scattering Signal (RSS). The Raman scattering is an inelastic scattering of
photons due to the OH-stretching of the water molecules at 3400cm−1 from
the excitation wavelength. The center position of RSS on wavelength axis
in HLIF spectrum can be estimated at 345nm for 308nm excitation. The
inclusion of RSS in reference library is essential for water diagnostics. It
plays significant role in correct solution to LMM (1.1) at the diagnostics of
the light oil products pollution, which have fluorescence maximum at near
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Figure 1.1: (a) - HLIF spectra of pollutants grouped by density. Light refined
group (blue) include samples of diesel, hydro oil, motor oil and heating oil. Medium
refined (green) are sampled catalytic gas oil, heating oil, Marine Diesel Oil (MDO)
Sundex and Calsol. The crude group (red) include samples of bitumen, crude oil,
IFO-380, Light Cycle Oil (LCO) and Marlin. (b) - The correlation matrix between
HLIF spectra of samples, the lighter the better correlation. Three groups can be
selected that corresponds to estimated density.
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Figure 1.2: HLIF spectra of natural water. The Norwegian sea water presents
ultra-low concentration of organics (estimated as ≤ 0.1mg/l). The Baltic sea
water and river are an examples of inner water basins with closed ecosystem. The
value of DOM is comparable or higher than the fluorescence intensity of pollutant.

bands. The quantitative diagnostics of oil film thickness (Hengstermann
and Reuter, 1990), DOM concentration and turbidity (Pantani et al., 1995)
uses RSS intensity to calibrate the LIDAR spectrum.
Figure 1.2 shows the two possible conditions of water fluorescence background. The Norwegian sea example presents almost no DOM fluorescence.
This means that any artificial fluorescent substance (oil products from
figure 1.1a) in water will be clearly seen and modify the signal shape. The
RSS intensity will be also suppressed due to the increase of water turbidity
or the absorption of the surface film. Opposite case with high organics
concentration require decomposition and sophisticated pattern recognition
analysis in order to discriminate small additive artificial component in
spectrum.
The coastal, inner waters or terrestrial applications are related with
multiple and variable natural fluorescent background. Indeed, many different ground based organic objects with strong fluorescence response can
be naturally encountered in such areas. In practice, it is impossible to
investigate the fluorescence responses of all ground organic objects and their
variations. However, common objects, like grass, can be used to create the
representative library of land background end-members. Some frequently
encountered organic objects with high fluorescence response are shown in
figure 1.3.
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Figure 1.3: Examples of common land objects HLIF as measured by LIDAR. The
most natural organic present minor to moderate fluorescence response compared to
oil products. Among them the green grass has one of the strongest fluorescence.

1.3

Specifics of water and land applications

It has been mentioned that key differences in LIDAR applications are
related to the homogeneity of the background and variability of targeted
pollutants. The determination of application type and origin of measured
sample is assumed as first step in developed HLIF OPD.
Fluorescent signal from the water body is characterized by the presence
of two deterministic spectral components: RSS and DOM. Fluorescence is
the result of a process that occurs in certain molecules (generally PAHs or
heterocycles) thus with high probability the rest fluorescence responses,
obtained from the water body are potential signals from the pollutant
substances. This is a condition that a pollutant must be considered as
a distortion or deformation of a water natural background.
Diagnostics of land, coastal waters, mixed ares is connected to the
varying picture of the fluorescent signal. Here it is possible to claim that
a quantity of fluorescence spectra and combinations is infinite. In practice
some common natural land fluorophores can be measured and added into
reference library, however the problem of simultaneously targeting multiple
land objects creates complex combinatorial challenge. In addition, land
targets present wide range of “natural” sources with typical oil product
fluorescence response. This includes the road surfaces, plastic, roofs and
other objects which arise from the industrial activities. Such sources will
turn into hard detectable false positive alarms not connected with actual
LIDAR targets.
Figure 1.4 presents the diagram of water/land application-specific diag27
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Figure 1.4: Water and land OPD application specific properties. The differences
in applications are related to the variable natural background and estimation of
targets.

nostics. The water diagnostics is first of all related to the routine monitoring
of large territories with uniform background and unknown pollutant. The
first priority of analysis is to detect spectra which differs from the natural
water background - the anomaly detection. The general pollutant reference
library can be used with LMM to identify the pollutant in the presence of
strong background or correct the false positive answer in case of artificial
object (ex. fish oil).
In land diagnostics it is assumed that the reference spectra is known,
as in case of pipeline spill, integrity monitoring, exploration the source of
pollution can be prior determined. Due to the variable natural background
the first priority of analysis is finding the significant targets, which are
closely related to the known pollutant. This analysis implies use of sophisticated pattern recognition methods, which are capable to deliver required
discrimination capability of overlapped and similar spectral signatures.

1.4

HLIF models

The HLIF model is a set of expected end-members in a linear mixture,
represented by matrix F in LMM equation (1.1). The composition of
models is related to the application specific rules defined in previous section.
The general assumptions about the fluorescence mixture response are:
 A single type of pollutant is presented in analyzed HLIF spectrum in
one measurement - This assumption follows from rather low probability of simultaneous targeting multiple pollutant objects in environmental applications.
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 For water diagnostics the end-member of DOM is known for analyzed
area - For example, the exact HLIF spectrum of DOM can be measured in preparation for airborne survey using the ground sampling.
 The reference library of pollutants is defined - The potential pollutants are provided before operation. Existing pollutant end-members
are grouped according to spectral features (spectral shape). Grouped
end-members provide coarse reference.
 The objects in mixture do not interact, therefore the LMM equation
(1.1) can be used for linear spectral decomposition - This is general
rule for oil film and water medium or oil and terrestrial organic objects
interaction. However, some minor variations from linear model can
be caused by quenching of the fluorescence (Lakowicz), this can be
omitted at low optical density typical for natural waters.

Figure 1.5 shows the model composition diagram corresponding to the
assumptions and application-specific tasks. According to figure 1.5 we
can count the complexity of water analysis as O(p), where p is a number
of pollutant end-members in reference library. The terrestrial pollution
assumes variable fluorescent background, so the number of models grows
as p × l, where l is size of natural fluorescent objects library. For the realtime analysis and operational use the terrestrial pollutant models present
significant overhead.

1.4.1

Discriminant measure for HLIF data

In general any pattern recognition system is based on some distance or
proximity measure defined in the object or feature space. After the estimation of LMM coefficients, the models and observation can be compared in
order to find the “best fit” model. The goodness-of-fit or distance between
the mixture model and measurement z is defined as
P
(z − M)2
(1.2)
d(z, M) = P n
2,
n (z − E(z))
P
where E(z) = N1 N
n=1 zn is statistical mean estimate of measured HLIF
spectra.
Equation (1.2) denotes the relation between residual sum of squares
and total sum of squares. It indicates the model fitness to observation in
comparison with simple average. In statistics the equation (1.2) known
as 1 − d is named - coefficient of determination. In general this statistics
is used to estimate the goodness of fit for linear regression model (Colin
Cameron and Windmeijer, 1997). For the regression analysis the coefficient
of determination varies from 0 to 1 with 1 indicating the ideal fit. As the
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Figure 1.5: Model composition diagram for water and terrestrial applications. A
reference library contains only a number of expected pollutants and some common
natural fluorescence objects.
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unit vector is not included in HLIF LMM, the (1.2) form varies from 0 to
infinity representing the distance or proximity measure between the model
and observed HLIF spectrum.
The selection of (1.2) as discriminant measure for HLIF data is not
occasional. Specifically, the solution to linear mixture model (1.1) is given
as minimization of the residual error, which naturally resides in (1.2). The
additional reference relation to total sum of squares acts to normalize the
distance which is advantageous to other common distance measures, i.e.
Euclidian distance.
In general least squares regression the coefficient of determination is
subject to inflation. The increasing number of end-members in model M
will slightly increase the value of coefficient of determination, or for (1.2)
will shift it towards zero. For comparison of models with different number
of end-members other statistical tests can be used, ex. Adjusted R2 , Ftest. For HLIF LMM the inflation is removed by model composition rules
defined in section 1.4. In other words, the “best fit” model is found among
the equal sized M.
The LMM can be used to “unmix” complex signal with known natural background and pollutant additive. Thus it is useful to estimate the
distance between the observation and additive residual with pollutant endmember separately as
P
(r − Mp )2
dr (r, Mp ) = P n
2,
n (r − E(r))

where r = z − Fkb is the observation residual, subscripts b and p denote the
end-member vectors of natural background and pollutant respectively. This
approach eliminates the background end-members contribution to distance
value.

1.5
1.5.1

Examples
Natural water HLIF linear unmixing

Figure 1.6 shows the spectrum of Baltic sea water with laboratory added
pollutants. The equal sub-micron oil films of MDO and Crude oil were
created in water tank and measured at a 15 meters distance by LIDAR. The
MDO and crude oil models were measured and compared with observations.
The HLIF plot in figure 1.6a shows the deformation of natural water
echo-signal in the presence of pollutant. The deformation is noticeable,
however booth spectra are close to clean water, due to the presence of
organics structure. The RSS is suppressed due to the presence oil film.
Figures 1.6b and 1.6c show the LMM, end-member vectors and residuals
for polluted samples. The residual plots indicate the similarity of MDO and
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Figure 1.6: Example of clean and polluted natural water samples. Result are shown
for single measurement. (a) - HLIF spectra of samples, the pollution was added to
clean Baltic sea water. (b) - HLIF spectrum and LMM of MDO pollution sample.
(c) - HLIF spectrum and LMM of Crude oil pollution sample.
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MDO pollution
MDO model
Crude model
Crude pollution
MDO model
Crude model

kRSS
479.918
427.812

kDOM
585.642
1424.937

kp
997.905
0.000

d
0.007
0.034

dr
0.017
1.116

254.245
275.116

726.860
596.343

0.000
129.237

0.052
0.020

1.023
0.285

Table 1.1: LMM coefficients and distances of MDO and Crude oil natural water
pollution samples. kRSS , kDOM , kp - are coefficients of corresponding endmembers in spectrum. d and dr are distance values for between LMM, residual
and measurement.

Crude oil end-member vectors for corresponding polluted samples. One can
notice the difference of fluorescence intensity between MDO and crude oil
for equal film thickness.
The estimated values of model members coefficients are given in table
1.1. Following kp values the fluorescence of MDO is 8 times higher than
of Crude oil. The estimation of kDOM which is related to concentration
of organics is dependent on model. In experiment the DOM concentration
remained constant, as water was taken from single source. One can notice
that correct results give similar kDOM values of 585 and 596 a.u. for MDO
and Crude oil samples respectively. On the other hand, the wrong models
give absolutely different estimations. This shows that correct estimation of
mixture qualitative parameters requires selection of correct model.
The selection of best fit model is done using the discriminant measure.
Table d and dr values estimate correct pollutant type for both samples. The
question remains of how representative the discrimination is. The relation
on the residual dr shows values at different orders for MDO (0.017) and
Crude 0.285 samples. This is general problem related to high dimensionality
of data space and measurement noise, which is particularly discussed in next
chapters.

1.5.2

Natural water HLIF deformation detection

In previous example the pollution LMM were right off applied to contaminated samples. The clean water sample was omitted. In real case the task
of water HLIF spectrum deformation detection should be considered first.
It is obvious that defined spectral signature of natural water is subject
to change with presence of additional fluorophore. Thus the deformation
detection reveals the identity of unknown pollutant and links the analysis
to the next step of pollutant identification.
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Let ηd is a some positive real value, then
(
1 dwater ≤ ηd
clean ≡
0 otherwise,
denotes the binary spectral deformation classifier, where dwater is spectral
deformation value quantified as distance between natural water model and
measured HLIF spectrum (see equation (1.2)).
The selection of threshold ηd depends on two parameters: the pollutant
concentration (or required detection sensitivity) and HLIF signal quality.
The unknown noise component which resides in HLIF spectra will increase
the distance to the model depending on the signal-to noise ratio. The latter
is studied in details in section 4.3 and is not considered here.
The quantity of deformation depends on the type of pollutant or specifically the HLIF spectrum of pollutant. Generally the HLIF spectrum of
DOM differs from the spectra of organic pollutants presented in figure
1.1a. However some pollutants, namely the medium refined group and
crude oil products, are spectrally overlapped with DOM (see number 12.
Sundex on 1.1a and LMM examples in figure 1.6). Considering the small
concentrations of pollutant thus small mixture value the detection of water
HLIF deformation becomes complicated.
The complexity of pollutant detection is shown in figure 1.7. The value of
dwater is plotted against the pollutant number from figure 1.1a in simulation
experiment. Here the water-pollution mixture is taken at three pollution
levels corresponding to sub ,-micron and optically dense oil film thickness.
The relative fluorescence intensity of refined and crude oil products is
selected as 10
1 . The film thickness is simulated using three levels of kp
in LMM and the quenching of the fluorescence is not considered.
The results indicate that oil product groups have different influence
on the water deformation value, which also depends on the amount of
pollutant. First group of light refined oil products creates most significant
deformations in spectral shape at all pollutant concentrations (concentration is denoted as 1µm ∼ 1mg/l). The medium refined oil products are
most overlapped with DOM spectrum. The deformation value is almost
constant for all concentrations. The crude oil products have low fluorescence intensity, thus for thin films they apply most small differences into
water spectrum. However, the spectrum shape difference is clearly seen for
higher concentrations.
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Figure 1.7: The complexity of water deformation detection from various pollutants.
The lower value shows more similar spectrum to clean water. Pollutant numbers
correspond to figure 1.1a. The results indicate that the binary threshold lower
bound is denoted by medium refined and crude oil products. For very low pollutant
concentrations ≤ 1mg/l the presence of crude oil products is most hard to detect.

1.6

Conclusions

The hyperspectral response from complex target, which includes multiple fluorophores can be linearly separated if the mixture components are
known. This assumes that mixture components do not interact chemically
and their concentrations do not influence the fluorescence spectra structure
of each other, which is true for water and land OPD applications.
Under this statement the reference library and fluorescence objects systematization have been proposed by the author. The library spectra or
end-members have been divided into two general groups: signals of interest
and natural fluorescent backgrounds. The first group includes the oil and
oil products. The oil products have been divided into three conventional
classes: light refined, medium refined and crude. The division has been
made by oil product estimated density, which also corresponded to general
HLIF structure. The composition of signals of interest may be extended
according to specific diagnostics, as an example with the reference spectra of
pollutant emulsions. According to the needs of OPD the reference library
also include the group of common natural fluorescence backgrounds. In
water diagnostics the single natural background DOM and its variations
are considered with additional water characteristic spectral component the RSS. For land application the natural fluorescence background is highly
variable, however it is also possible to include common land fluorophores,
like grass, which have strong fluorescence value. However, it will be shown,
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that OPD on variable background is also possible with specific HLIF feature
comparison.
The general spectral response in LIDAR remote sensing comes from
complex target with multiple fluorophores. The assumptions about the
fluorescence mixture response have created the model composition diagram
of linear mixtures for water and land OPD applications.
The recognition of HLIF measurements using the proposed system of
models requires the discrimination measure suitable for HLIF data. The
modified fit statistic, known as coefficient of determination is introduced.
The model fit or “distance” evaluation on the mixture residual, which
eliminates the contribution of background end-members is proposed.
The main issue of HLIF OPD is the discrimination of pollution from
natural fluorescence background and between the various pollutants. The
first issue has been introduced as simulation example of natural water
deformation detection. For very low trace pollution ≤ 1mg/l the presence
of crude oil products is most hard to detect. The contribution of signal
noise and discrimination of land pollution with proposed solutions will be
discussed in later chapters.
The discrimination between the pollutants as demonstrated in experiment is possible using both discriminator measures. The better results
have been estimated by residual distance dr , however for crude oil sample
residual the value of dr is significantly higher than for MDO sample. This
effect comes from various signal-to-noise ratio of residuals. In addition
the difference between models is affected by high-dimensionality of HLIF
data space. In patter recognition approach the discrimination of highdimensional objects is preceded by a feature extraction. The HLIF feature
extraction is proposed in the following chapters and provides both featurespace discrimination and denoising capabilities.
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Chapter 2

Exploration of HLIF signal
Defining the structural approach to OPD in previous chapter we have
examined the HLIF data as an ideal abstract term. In this chapter the
HLIF data is considered and analyzed as conventional signal using the
advanced signal processing methods.
By general definition of measurement, a spectrum of fluorescence intensity is always accompanied by measurement uncertainty or noise. In imaging devices equipped with CCD, CMOS and other photodetectors (PMT,
photodiode, MCP) the measurement uncertainty is strongly influenced by
the quantized and independent nature of light. This is specifically true for
low level light detection, which is typical for fluorescence signals in active
remote sensing.
A widespread approximation of noise modeling and filtration in signal
and image processing uses the independent additive Gaussian white noise.
With the progress in photonics technology, the main contribution to noise
source in conventional digital images turned to be signal-dependent requesting the creation of suitable noise model. In near past new methods have
been proposed to overcome the image signal-dependent denoising problem
directly (Hasinoff et al., 2010; Luisier et al., 2011) or using signal specific
transformation namely generalized variance-stabilizing transformation or
Anscombe Transform (Makitalo and Foi, 2013).
For modeling the HLIF measurements, which are subject to mixed signaldependent and Gaussian noises, the proposed Poisson-Gaussian noise model
in Foi et al. (2008) with algorithm modification have been successfully
applied. It has been shown that the model well corresponds to the real
HLIF data and can be applied to estimate the noise parameters of HLIF
LIDAR sensor. The estimated model parameters have been used to create
realistic simulation data for tests and validation of OPD algorithms in
chapters 3, 4 and publications (Sobolev and Babichenko, 2013a,b).
The noise modeling and related group of denoising algorithms use the
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well-known mathematical instrument the Wavelet Transform (WT) (Daubechies,
1988; Daubechies et al., 1992; Daubechies, 1993; Mallat, 1989a,b). Due to
the importance of the latter an overview of WT theory is given in this
chapter. Various transform schemes have been developed and applied in
analysis of complex non-stationary signals in many different applications
(Meyer, 1993; Goswami and Chan, 2011). The three methods: Continuous wavelet transform (CWT), Fast wavelet transform (FWT) and Lifting
scheme (LWT) (Sweldens, 1998) which have been applied in this work are
introduced at the beginning of this chapter. The introduction is intended
for readers, unfamiliar with the theory of WT.

2.1

Author’s contribution

Author’s contribution is in advancing the of state-of-the art mixed signaldependent noise model at HLIF signals with model parameters evaluation
using the real LIDAR data.
 Set up of HLIF signals specific segmentation algorithm for estimation
of local expectation/standard-deviation pairs;
 Modification of global parametric model fitting algorithm for estimation of mixed signal-dependent noise model parameters. Optimization
of MSE of an standard-deviation estimator with logarithmic transformation and multi-start initialization successfully finds the solution to
noise model fit;
 Estimation of noise parameters of measured HLIF data;
 Implementation of segmentation, modified model fit and noise simulation algorithms within the framework of HLIF signals (see Appendix).

2.2

Theory of Wavelet Transform

Wavelet transform is well known school in the theory of time-frequency
analysis, conversion of signals, images and analysis of time series. Wavelet
theory historically is the kind of synthesis of many ideas in the technology, physics and mathematics. Grossmann and Morlet introduced term
“wavelet” in the middle of the 80’s with the research of seismic signals
(Grossmann and Morlet, 1984). At present after remarkable research in
this field by such scientists as Ingrid Daubechies, Mallat, Farge, Chui and
many others, theory of WT was embedded practically onto all fields of
applied engineering and scientific research.
WT is used to solve many application specific tasks like: the analysis
of natural time meteorological series (Lau and Weng, 1995), the analysis
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of electroencephalographic data (Sun et al., 2000), the analysis of DNA
sequence (Ameodo et al., 1995) and fingerprint image compression (Bradley
et al., 1993). Today WT is applied in wide range of science and technology
areas like radio engineering, communications, electronics, nuclear physics,
seismoacoustics, meteorology, biology and economics.

2.2.1

Wavelets

It can be stated that the theory of WT is an generalization of well-known
Fourier transform (FT). In the Hilbert space (a generalization of Euclidean
space) an arbitrary function f ∈ L, defined on the closed limited subset
L2 [t1 , t2 ] and satisfying the condition of finite norm
kf (t)k2 < ∞, t ∈ [t1 , t2 ],
where k·k2 denotes the norm can be expanded to the basis of some functions
ϕ(t) as
∞
X
Cn ϕn (t).
f (t) =
n=0

The coefficients Cn are defined as
Cn =

1
hf (t), ϕ(t)i,
kϕn k2

(2.1)

where kϕn k2 is the energy of basis function and hf (t), ϕ(t)i denotes the
convolution or inner product.
The set of basis functions ϕ(t) have important properties in signal analysis if they are satisfying two conditions on the interval L2 [t1 , t2 ]
hf (t), ϕ(t)i = kϕn k2 δ,

(2.2)

where δ is the Kronecker’s delta function and
kϕn (t)k2 = 1.

(2.3)

Equations (2.2) and (2.3) are called orthogonal and normal conditions
respectively and resulting entire set of ϕ(t) functions is called orthonormal.
The most known orthonormal basis is given by trigonometric sine and
cosine functions as Fourier basis. However, many irregular functions f (t)
with the finite energy kf (t)k2 < ∞ cannot be effectively represented using
this basis. The more suitable basis functions must be compactly supported
(or have finite effective support) in addition to properties of orthogonality
and orthonormality.
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Figure 2.1: An example of mother wavelet from Gaussian wavelet family. The
scale is varied between 1 and 3.

In order to satisfy compact supported constraint the systems of ψ(t)
functions called wavelets have been proposed (Daubechies et al., 1992).
The basis of ψ(t) functions can be represented in the form


1
t−b
,
(2.4)
ψab (t) = √ ψ
a
a
where parameter a scales and b translates the wavelet function in signal
domain t. The original function ψ(t) is called the “mother wavelet”.
In figure 2.1 an example of mother wavelet with its translated and scaled
copy from Gaussian wavelet family is given. The Fourier transform (FT)
on figure 2.1b shows the corresponding frequency characteristics of selected
wavelets. The wide wavelet on 2.1a in time domain corresponds to more
compact and low frequency Fourier spectrum than its narrow copy. Besides
that, both spectra are well localized in the frequency domain and represent
band-pass filters.
Using (2.4) and (2.1) the expression for the integral Continuous wavelet
transform is


Z ∞
1
t−b
Wψ f (a, b) = hf (t), ψab (t)i = √
dt,
f (t)ψ
a
a −∞
where Wψ f (a, b) are the decomposition coefficients of the function f (t) into
a wavelet basis, analogous to the Fourier series. The inverse transform is
obtained as


ZZ ∞
t−b
da db
1
(2.5)
f (t)ψ
ψab (t) 2 ,
f (t) =
Cψ
a
a
−∞
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√
where Cψ is the normalization coefficient (analogous to 2π in the FT). In
the general case expression for Cψ , on the basis of (2.5) written in the form
Z ∞
|ψ̂(w)|2 |w|−1 dw < ∞
(2.6)
Cψ =
−∞

is called the admissibility condition, where ψ̂ is the FT of the wavelet
function. For the orthonormal wavelets Cψ = 1. While orthogonality and
compactness of wavelets are desired properties the equation (2.6) is the
main constraint for the selection of wavelet function. The wavelets which
satisfy only the admissibility condition (Gaussian, Morlet wavelet families)
are called crude wavelets. In latter case the analysis is not orthogonal and
the inverse transform is not guaranteed.
The admissibility condition of the normalizing parameter (2.6) sufficiently limits the selection of wavelet functions. In particular, the ψ̂(0)
should be 0 and ψ has to oscillate. The admissibility condition adds useful
property of WT - suppression of polynomial parts of the function. From
(2.6) the FT of wavelet must be equal to zero with w = 0. Respectively, at
least zero moment of wavelet function must be equal to zero
Z ∞
ψ(t)dt = 0.
−∞

For many applications dealt with signal analysis and denoising the suppression of polynomials of high order is useful. In general wavelet function ψ(t)
is having n + 1 zeros moments if
Z ∞
tk ψ(t)dt = 0, k = 0, . . . , n.
(2.7)
−∞

The value of vanishing moments k depends on the wavelet family and
mother function order.

2.2.2

Continuous wavelet spectrum

Wavelet spectrum Wψ (a, b) is the two-dimensional set of the wavelet expansion coefficients. The visual analysis of Wψ (a, b) is very useful in applications as it provides the most detailed time-frequency or domain-scale
information about the signal of interest.
The coefficients Wψab are visualized as colored or gray-scaled images. The
translation b and scale a are plotted along the horizontal and vertical axes
respectively.
An example of variable harmonic signal is given in figure 2.2. The high
frequency component is separated from overall signal and is clearly visible
on small scales (ranges 11 ÷ 21) in the left part of wavelet spectrum. The
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Figure 2.2: An example of continuous wavelet spectrum. (a) - signal in time
domain with two harmonics, (b) - a wavelet spectrum Wψab , (c) - an absolute value
wavelet spectrum.
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low-frequency harmonics are visible over the entire signal on large scales
> 60.
In order to express the differences in wavelet spectrum an additional
view 2.2c is created using the absolute values of Wψab . It is useful in
preliminary signal domain-scale analysis as it amplifies the edges between
the significant and hides minor wavelet coefficients.

2.2.3

Multiresolution Discrete Wavelet Transform

The compact support of the wavelet function provides the most complete
and accurate domain-scale representation of non-stationary signals. However, the continuous basis presented by CWT in previous chapter is overcomplete. The more optimal representation of signal in wavelet basis can
be done using the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT).
The obvious choice for DWT is to use the discrete values of translation
b and scale a coefficients. In usual for a the so called dyadic grid is applied,
i.e let a = 2j and ab = k where j and k are integers.
The dyadic grid allow to use a fast algorithm, an analog to FFT, to
calculate the WT for discrete sampled data. The core of fast DWT is
called the Multiresolution analysis (MRA).
The MRA is defined an a sequence of nested subspaces Vj ⊂ L2 (R), j ∈
Z where · · · ⊂ V−1 ⊂ V0 ⊂ V1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Vj ⊂ Vj+1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ L2 (R) with next
properties:
 Self similarity in scale - v(t) ∈ Vj ⇔ v(2t) ∈ Vj+1 ,
 Self similarity in space - v(t) ∈ Vj ⇔ v(t + 1) ∈ Vj ,
S
T
 Completeness - Vj is dense in L2 (R) and Vj = {0},

 Scaling function - there exists such scaling function ϕ(t) ∈ V0 that a
collection of integer translations {ϕ(t − k) | k ∈ Z} form a orthonormal basis in V0 .

As in CWT the zero moment of scaling function must equal to zero. From
the properties of MRA the scaling function ϕ0 (t) creates an orthonormal
basis in all nested subspaces of V0 by scaling transform:
ϕj,k (t) = 2j/2 ϕ(2j t − k).
In general any arbitrary signal f (t) ∈ L2 (R) can be decomposed into
subspaces Vj , creating a set of multiscaled orthogonal functions vj ∈ Vj .
The reconstruction of f (t) is done simply by combining all vj . Additionally
the approximation of signal f (t) can be achieved by removing some of the
finer subspaces of Vj from reconstruction.
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In practice the scaling function ϕj (t) at level j can be viewed as a linear
combination of translated and more compact ϕj+1 (t) using the rescaling
coefficients hk . The linear relationship between the two nested bases is
called the refinement equation:
X
ϕ(t) =
hk ϕ(2t − k).
(2.8)
k

The solution of (2.8) gives the concrete scaling function. The coefficients
hk are calculated using the orthogonality constraint as
hϕ(t), ϕ(2t − k)i = δk ,

(2.9)

where δk is Kronecker delta function. Following from the MRA properties
and equation (2.8) the transfer between Vj+1 and Vj spaces is a normed
signal decimation by two. The normed decimation can be viewed as a
low-pass filtration using the hk with the cutoff frequency equal to the half
Nyquist frequency of vj+1 . As the half of frequencies are removed from the
signal it can be decimated by two into vj .
The high-frequency information removed from vj+1 must be stored for
further signal reconstruction. The subspaces Wj which must be orthogonal
to Vj provide the additional details for signal reconstruction as
Vj+1 = Vj ⊕ Wj .
The details subspaces Wj have their own basis function that is called
wavelet. The wavelet and scaling functions are tightly bound. If we consider
that operator hk from (2.8) is a low-pass filter then there should exist such
operator gk that
X
ψ(t) =
gk ϕ(2t − k).
(2.10)
k

The (2.10) is the two-scale relation between the scaling function and wavelet.
The filter coefficients g(k) are obtained from the h(k) using the well-known
method of quadrature mirror filters
g(k) = (−1)k h(2N + 1 − k), k = 1, 2, . . . , 2N,

(2.11)

where the N is the length of h.
Using the pair of h and g filters the signal decomposition can be done as
dyadic decimated convolution scheme also known as two-channel subband
coding
X
cAj+1 (k) =
hn cAj (2k + n),
(2.12)
n

cDj+1 (k) =

X

gn cAj (2k + n).

n
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(2.13)

low-pass filter
h

2

cAj+1

cAj
g

2

cDj+1

high-pass filter
Figure 2.3: The one stage of fast DWT scheme implemented as an iterated filter
bank

The scheme is implemented as iterative algorithm using the two equations
(2.12) and (2.13) for computing the approximation and details subspaces
(see figure 2.3). The first low-pass filter h extracts the low-half frequency
information from signal f (t). Another filter g extracts the upper-half
frequencies. According to Nyquist theory the sampling frequency of output
can be divided by two, i.e the output is decimated. This gives that output
data cAj+1 ⊕ cDj+1 has the same number of samples as cAj . In discrete
signal processing the first cA0 = f (t).
The redundancy of CWT is removed by using the dyadic decimation
so that at final stage the number of basis coefficients equals the number
of samples in initial signal as in FFT. The iterative algorithm allows to
process a WT without specifying the wavelet itself which is important for
practical use. Specifically the use of filters h and g allows to create groups of
orthogonal wavelets without defined analytical representation. An example
of such group is the famous Daubechies wavelets.
The Daubechies filter coefficients h and g are calculated using the equations (2.8), (2.10) with additional wavelet and scaling functions constraints.
The first equation is derived from the orthogonality constraint (2.9):
X
hk hk+2t = δt ,
(2.14)
k

second from norm constraint:
X

hk =

√
2,

(2.15)

k

and third from wavelet smoothness using (2.7)
Z
tn ψ(t)dt = 0, n = 0, . . . , N − 1,
t

X

kn gk = 0,

k
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(2.16)
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Figure 2.4: An example of wavelet and scaling function of second order from
Daubechies wavelet family. (a) - reconstructed scaling and wavelet functions from
filter coefficients. (b) - the Fourier spectra of h and g filters.

we can substitute hk into (2.16) using the (2.11)
X
(−1)k kn hk = 0, n = 0, . . . , N − 1.

(2.17)

k

Now we can rewrite the equations (2.14), (2.15) and (2.17) in explicit
form for N = 2 as
h0 h2 + h1 h3 = 0,
√
h0 + h1 + h2 + h3 = 2,
h0 − h1 + h2 − h3 = 0
−h1 + 2h2 − 3h3 = 0

for n = 0,
for n = 1.

(2.18)

The solution of (2.18) is
h0 = 0.483, h1 = 0.837, h2 = 0.224, h3 = −0.129.
The wavelet filter coefficients g are calculated using the (2.11)
g0 = −0.129, g1 = −0.224, g2 = 0.837, g3 = −0.483.
The resulting scaling and wavelet coefficients for N = 2 are known as
second-order Daubechies wavelet. The reconstructed ϕ and ψ functions
with filters FFT responses are shown in Figure 2.4.
The orthogonality constraint (2.9) applies a limitation on the construction of wavelets. All orthogonal wavelets, except the Haar wavelet, do
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not have symmetric support which is essential property for many applications. To overcome this limitation a group of biorthogonal wavelets was
introduced. The biorthogonal WT have a dual ϕ̃ scaling and ψ̃ wavelet
functions that create following pairs
hϕ̃, ϕ(−k)i = δk ,

hψ̃, ψ(−k)i = δk ,
hϕ̃, ψ(−k)i = 0,

hψ̃, ϕ(−k)i = 0.
The biorthogonal analysis and reconstruction can be done using ϕ and ϕ̃
respectively or vice versa. The smoothness and number of zero moments
for scaling and wavelet pairs can be individually controlled by selecting the
functions order. This give an ability to chose the reconstruction quality
independently from the wavelet properties. The fast biorthogonal MRA
has the same scheme and properties as orthogonal using the hk and gk
filters. Only difference is that a signal reconstruction is performed using
the dual wavelet filters h˜k and g˜k .

2.2.4

Lifting

The CWT and DWT algorithms are based on the translations and dilations
of one basis function on the uniform dyadic grid. In some cases the signal
becomes a non-uniform sampled. This makes the samples exist on irregular
grid and thus it is not possible to apply filters for scaling and wavelet
functions based on the Fourier transform. Also the discrete filter sequences
are not easy to apply on closed intervals. In order to process the finite
length sampled signal various signal extension methods are used or some
methods of wavelets on interval. However, the artificial signal extension
using the periodization or linear extrapolation introduces significant artifacts on boundaries. The existence of boundary artifacts is critical for
applications like feature extraction and data segmentation.
The Lifting scheme, which is also known as Second Generation Wavelets,
introduces new framework to construct wavelets adapted to specifics signal
domains. The transform is based on interpolating subdivision, average
interpolation and lifting techniques. Reader can refer to original papers
for more details (Sweldens, 1995; Fernandez et al., 1996; Sweldens and
Schröder, 2000).
The basic idea behind the interpolating subdivision or average interpolation lies in construction of polynomials using the subset or signal samples
which can be referred to as dyadic refinement scheme. For example in
interpolating subdivision the estimation of some sampled function f can be
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found over the twice finer grid using the Lagrange interpolating polynomials
first by constructing the polynomial p as
p(xj,k+l ) = λj,k+l f or − D + 1 6 l 6 D,
where λ0,k are the original samples of signal. The signal coefficients on the
next finer level are constructed as
λj+1,2k+l = p(xj+1,2k+1 ).
The result of such refinement in infinity for λ0,k = δk will be the scaling
function ϕ(x). The resulting function has all properties of scaling function
for WT: compact support, symmetry, polynomial reproduction, smoothness
and refinability.
The idea of WT is to decorrelate signal, i.e to present the information
contained in the signal with fewer coefficients. In the simplest case we can
reduce the number of coefficients by subsampling the even samples from
the original data as
λ−1,k := λ0,2k f or k ∈ Z.
The remaining information in odd samples λ0,2k+1 must be stored for future
signal recovery. Storing the odd samples simply as additional subset of
coefficients γ−1,k := λ0,2k+1 which s known as Lazy wavelet is meaningless.
The Lazy wavelet will produce small coefficients only in case when original
odd coefficients are small.
One of possible solutions of compressing information included in λ0,2k+1
samples is the interpolating scheme introduced earlier. The interpolation
subdivision creates a prediction operator P as
γ−1,k := P (λ−1,k ).
The prediction of odd samples uses the correlation present in the original
even samples and thus it should decorrelate signal in wavelet coefficients. In
addition the operator P should be invertible in order to reconstruct original
odd samples. In practice the prediction of λ0,2k+1 is not ideal, so storing
the predicted values is useless. Thus, for perfect reconstruction, we need
to replace the γ−1,k with error between the original λ0,2k+1 and predicted
P (λ−1,k ) values
γ−1,k := λ0,2k+1 − P (λ−1,k ).
(2.19)
The equation (2.19) is called the prediction step or dual lifting step, it
creates the wavelet coefficient γ−1,k to encode the error between the real
data and interpolation model. If the model is close to the signal the
wavelet coefficients γ−1,k will be small. In terms of frequency content the
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Figure 2.5: Interpolation of function near the boundary using cubic polynomial.
Interpolated odd samples number 1, 7 and 13 marked with squares.
(a) interpolation affected by the left boundary, value at sample 1 calculated using one
polynomial coefficient on the left and three on the right; (b) - interpolation not
affected by the boundary, value at 7 calculated with two coefficients on the left and
two coefficients on the right; (c) - interpolation affected by the right boundary, the
flipped version of (a).

wavelet will capture the high frequencies present in signal. The two subsets
λ−1,k , γ−1,k likely to create more compact representation of original data.
The prediction operator P uses the degree of polynomial to denote the
order of interpolation scheme N . For example first degree polynomial
creates the piecewise linear interpolation with N = 2. The cubic polynomial
with N = 4 creates the cubic interpolation. For scaling function it means
that it reproduces polynomials up to degree of N − 1, thus the value of N
denotes the smoothness of the scaling function.
The signal boundary problem introduced earlier can be easily omitted
with the interpolation framework without manipulations with original signal. We can construct the polynomial of degree N − 1 using at least N
samples. In case of signal on interval the construction of polynomial is done
using the existing samples on the left or right sides of the boundary. The
example of this is shown in figure 2.5.
The introduced interpolation scheme creates the wavelet and scaling
functions which are adapted to interval. The wavelet extracts the high
frequency component of signal and store it in γj,k . The low frequencies are
stored in λj,k as coarser signal approximations. One problem with wavelets
in interpolating subdivision scheme is that they are built directly from the
scaling function. Suppose we have two signal approximations Aj+1 and Aj .
The difference between two successive approximations is created first by
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subsampling the even samples λj+1,2k , applying the interpolation operator
on them Aj (λj+1,2k ), cascading the predicted values back one level and
finding the difference between Aj+1 and Aj at predicted samples.
γj,k = λj+1,2k+1 − Aj (λj+1,2k ).
The Aj (λj+1,2k ) in infinitum gives a scaling function ϕ(x) so the wavelet
coefficients represent the failure of signal at samples λj+1,2k+1 to follow the
polynomial and as a result the wavelet function is simply the refined scaling
function ψ(x) = ϕ(2x − 1). We now recall to wavelet property of vanishing
moments. If the wavelet is created as the difference between two successive
approximations then
Z
Z
ψ(x)dx = Aj+1 f (x) − Aj f (x) dx = 0,
which gives us

Z

Aj+1 f (x) dx =

Z

Aj f (x) dx.

(2.20)

We see that storing the even samples for approximations as proposed earlier
will not satisfy the (2.20) and will create wavelet without even one vanishing
moment as ϕ(2x − 1) scaling function does not have it. In addition the
coarser approximations will introduce aliasing. In order to satisfy the (2.20)
we can reuse the wavelet coefficients γj,k to update the approximation λj,k
on the same scale j with the help of additional primal lifting step and
operator U as
λj,k := λj,k + U (γj,k ).
The lifting step can be expressed as taking an old wavelet and build a better
new by using a scaling functions of the same level j
ψj,k = ϕj+1,2k+1 − Aj,k ϕj,k − Bj,k ϕj,k+1 .
The coefficients Aj,k and Bj,k are found using the necessary condition of
vanishing moments such that
Z
xÑ −1 ψj (x) dx = 0.
k

As in the case of dual lifting step the primal lifting can use more neighborhood coefficients γj,k to increase the smoothness of wavelet.
The process of lifting transform is typically described in terms of three
stages of lifting:
 Split - The Lazy wavelet is constructed as the initial step. Other
choice is to use the Haar wavelet and subtract the odd coefficients.
The latter will create the primal lifting.
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 Predict - This step establishes the number of vanishing moments of
dual wavelet N and the smoothness of primal scaling function. It can
be viewed as dual lifting step for Lazy wavelet. The original signal
polynomial parts of order less than N will be suppressed, thus giving
zero wavelet coefficients.
 Update - This step establishes the vanishing moments of primal wavelet
Ñ , or smoothness of dual scaling function. The dual scaling function
preserves low frequency information in approximation coefficients λj .

The transform stages can be iterated to generate the 1-D fast lifting algorithm where the inverse is done using the same predict and update operators
in reverse order.
The advantage of lifting scheme is that it naturally adapts to the signal
domain. Actually predict and update operators can be specifically selected
for the each application and they can be even be non-linear. The only
constraint remains, that is needed for perfect reconstruction, is the wavelet
vanishing moments property. The effectiveness of LWT has been proven
in edge detection, pattern recognition and feature extraction among other
examples. Customized implementations of lifting and its inverse transforms
are given in Appendix section of this work and are used in other algorithms.
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2.3

HLIF signal-noise model

This paragraph presents the research behind the HLIF noise modeling and
estimation of noise model parameters. The HLIF signal-noise analysis uses
WT, which has showed to be powerful tool for noise processing in various
applications. The noise model and parameters will be used in next sections
for data simulation.

2.3.1

HLIF LIDAR noise sources

The LIDAR hyperspectral linear detector based on gated image intensifier
camera is subject to signal-dependent or photon noise. This main noise is
generated by MCP due to the high gain up to 104 −106 which brings LIDAR
almost to photon-counting mode of operation which is common for PMT
devices (Matsuura et al., 1985). Additional noise comes from linear image
sensor which is subject to photon noise, dark noise and read noise (Janesick,
2001; Xu et al., 2004). The latter two noise sources have normal Gaussian
distribution. The LIDAR system generally operates under photon-noise
limited conditions where photon noise exceeds both read noise and dark
noise of image sensor and acquisition electronics.
The general strategy for noise reduction in LIDAR is provided as multiple accumulation of signal followed by averaging. The approach requires
hitting with multiple laser pulses into single target which under many
situations is not possible. The better approach is to reduce the noise
in HLIF data using signal denoising technique. Due to the specifics of
hyperspectral linear detector the conventional denoising algorithms, based
on normal white noise, demonstrate poor performance, thus the adequate
HLIF noise model is subject of interest.

2.3.2

Poisson-Gaussian noise model

In signal processing a widespread modeling of signal noise ξ(x) is to add the
linearly additive part into observation model z(x) of original signal y(x)
z(x) = y(x) + σξ(x),

(2.21)

where x ∈ R is the pixel position in domain X and ξ(x) ∈ R is zeromean independent random noise with standard deviation equal to σ. The
assumption of noise as multivariate random i.i.d. vector created many
denoising methods, like famous “Stein Unbiased Risk Estimate” (SURE)
in Donoho and Johnstone (1995). Briefly, their method is based on so
called “shrinkage” of wavelet expansion coefficients by soft thresholding.
The adaptive threshold is estimated by calculating expectation of SURE,
which is an unbiased estimator of MSE risk function. The expectation
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minimum of it can be found without knowledge of exact y, however only
assuming that noise p.d.f. is normal.
In order to incorporate the signal-dependent photon-noise in observation
model let’s change the (2.21) to the generic model of the form
z(x) = y(x) + σ(y(x))ξ(x),

(2.22)

known as Poissonian-Gaussian noise model (Foi et al., 2008). In this model
a noise σ(y(x))ξ(x) is selected as two independent components
σ(y(x))ξ(x) = ηp (y(x)) + ηg (x),
where ηp is Poissonian and ηg is Gaussian components with P(χy(x)) and
N (0, b) distributions. The elementary properties of Poisson and Gaussian
distributions give the following standard deviation function of noise in z as
p
(2.23)
σ(y(x)) = ay(x) + b,

where a = χ−1 is a signal dependent noise constant and b is a white noise
variance. The error distribution of the samples z(x) can be approximated
with heteroscedastic Gaussian model by sum of two independent distributions. The Poisson distribution can be usually approximated by normal
as
P(λ) ≈ N (λ, λ),
which gives the sum of two normal distributions as
P(ay(x)) ≈ ay(x) + N (0, ay(x)),

σ(y(x))ξ(x) ∼ N (0, ay(x)) + N (0, b) = N (0, ay(x) + b).

(2.24)

Equation (2.24) gives the form of generic noise model with unknown
parameters a and b. In Foi et al. (2008) the model parameters a and b are
estimated by maximum-log-likelihood problem optimization
 
â, b̂ = arg max ln[L(a, b)] = arg min − ln[L(a, b)],
a,b

a,b

where the likelihood function is obtained as
L(a, b) =

N Z
Y
i=1

1

℘((ŷi , σ̂i )|yi = y)dy,
0

where i = 1, ..., N are the uniform segments of spectrum.
Variables ŷi and σ̂i are estimated from each uniform segment i as sample
mean and sample standard-deviation from detail and approximation coefficients respectively. Using the Daubechies wavelets (see figure 2.4) it is
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clear that the norm constraint of scaling function (2.15) will rescale the approximation coefficients. As we want to estimate the true amplitude value
of uniform segment from
P approximation coefficients directly we normalize
the scaling kernel as
h = 1. This will ensure that resulting coefficients
and ŷi are unbiased. The detail coefficients, hence the σ̂i estimator, are not
biased as the Daubechies wavelet kernel has kgk = 1 naturally.
It must be noted that practical implementation of segmentation algorithm uses the Lifting scheme in order to remove the signal boundary
artifacts. This greatly enhances the accuracy of σ̂i , which in turn improves
the estimation of noise parameters (see Appendix section).
Instead of using the conditional probability density ℘((ŷi , σ̂i )|yi = y)
and evaluating integral a direct minimization of Sum of Squared Difference
is applied as
N
X
(σf it (y) − σ̂i )2 ,
(2.25)
R(σf it (y), σ̂i ) =
i=1

q

where σf it (y) = max(0, ây + b̂) is an estimate of σ(y(x)).
The function in (2.25) has significant drawback in finding the global minimum. The distribution of σ̂i estimate according to signal-dependent noise
model can be taken as normal and in particular σ̂i ∼ N (σ(yi ), σ 2 (yi )di ).
This follows that the residual R is heteroscedastic. The heteroscedasticity
in fitting the noise model (2.23) will degrade
the fit in lower values of yi
√
which in turn will make estimation of b unreliable. This influence on the
error residuals can be efficiently compensated by applying simple non-linear
transformation on σ̂i and σf it (y) as
R(σf it (y), σ̂i ) =


N 
X
σf it (y) 2
.
ln
σ̂i

(2.26)

i=1

The arg min R(σf it (y), σ̂i ) is found numerically using the derivative free
a,b

simplex search method (Lagarias et al., 1998). In order to guarantee that
solution to (2.26) can achieve the global minimum the multi-start approach
is used (Boender and Kan, 1987) starting with different initial guess of
(aˆ0 , bˆ0 ) = {a∗n ∈ N (α, α2 ), b∗n ∈ N (β, β 2 )|n = 1, ..., N },
where α and β are empirically selected values which are usually found in
HLIF data and find the approximation of the global minimum as
 
â, b̂ = min arg min Rn | a∗n , b∗n
a,b
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Figure 2.6: (a) - Water spectrum with simulated signal dependent noise. The
noise parameters are a = 0.042 and b = 0.012 . (b) - The dots represent values
of signal expectation and variance using uniform segments from 100 simulations.
The estimated noise parameters are â = 0.03952 and b̂ = 0.01042.
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Figure 2.6 shows the result of estimation of ŷi and σ̂i pairs from noisy
HLIF spectra of natural water. The noise in example was simulated using
the Poisson-Gaussian noise model with parameters a = 0.042 and b = 0.012 .
The solution (2.27) assumes the continuous probability density of observation model z(x) from (2.22). However, generally the image sensor
has limited data range which results in nonlinear clipping of observations
to maximum and minimum values of sensor acquisition system. This will
create a significant distortion between model and estimators σ̂ and ŷ near
the lowest and highest borders of data range. According to original paper
(Foi et al., 2008) if data is given in the normalized range [0, 1] the clipped
observations z̃ can be denoted as
z̃(x) = max(0, min(z(x), 1))
and the noise model is
z̃(x) = ỹ(x) + σ̃(ỹ(x))ξ̃(x).
The direct and inverse transformations that convert y and σ to ỹ and σ̃
are based on the corrected p.d.f of the normally distributed random variable
ν ∼ N (µ, 1). For ν clipped from below ν̃ =pmax(0, ν) the expectation
µ = E{ν̃} and standard deviation std{ν̃} = var{ν̃} ∼ 1 are shown in
figure 2.7 as provided by numerical simulation.
The exact analytic solution also exist and can be found in Johnson et al.
(1994) as
E{ν} = Φ(µ)µ + φ(µ),
var{ν} = Φ(µ) + φ(µ)µ − φ2 (µ) + Φ(µ)µ(µ − Φ(µ)µ − 2φ(µ)),
where φ and Φ are the probability density and cumulative distribution
functions of the normal N (0, 1) distribution.
Using the above calculations and assuming distribution of z(x) noise
from (2.24) as heteroscedastic normal one can write clipping transformations as
y
z
∼ N(
, 1),
z ∼ N (y, σ 2 (y)) =
σ(y)
σ(y)
y
µ=
⇒ z̃ = σ(y)ν̃,
σ(y)


y
ỹ(x) = E{z̃(x)} = σ(y)E{ṽ}
,
σ(y)


y
.
σ̃(ỹ) = std{z̃} = σ(y)std{ṽ}
σ(y)
The clipping from above can be defined as the inversion of clipping from
below by subtracting y, ỹ, z, z̃ from 1. The combination of clippings can
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Figure 2.7: Standard deviation (a) and the expectation (b) of the clipped from
below ν̃ data as functions of µ. Numerical simulation. The length of ν̃ data is
10000 samples for each µ point.

be formulated simply by summing the equations. The final equations for
clipping from Foi et al. (2008) are




y
1−y
ỹ = σ(y)E{ṽ}
− y + 1 − σ(y)E{ṽ}
,
σ(y)
σ(y)




1−y
y
std{ṽ}
.
(2.28)
σ̃(ỹ) = σ(y)std{ṽ}
σ(y)
σ(y)
The customized solution in (2.27) with the Sum of Squared Difference
minimization requires to calculate clipped version only for σf it . The equation (2.26) becomes

N 
X
σ̃f it (y) 2
R̃(σ̃f it (y), σ̂i ) =
ln
σ̂i
i=1

where σ̃f it (y) is clipped version from (2.28). The optimization results
displaying clipped transformations and performance of clipped fit are shown
in figure 2.8 for simple test function f (x) = x, x ∈ [0, 1] clipped from below
and above. With simple linear function the clipping is clearly seen near the
range boundaries of y.
The Matlab implementation of HLIF spectrum noise parameters estimation using the Poisson-Gaussian noise modeling with modified algorithms,
including initial HLIF segmentation is given in Appendix section. The
implementation uses Lifting scheme, which naturally removes the signal
boundary artifacts during the segmentation of expectation-standard deviation pairs.
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Figure 2.8: (a) - Clipped data test function with signal dependent noise. The
noise parameters are a = 0.12 and b = 0.012. The clipping is seen for
y : x → 0 y : x → 1 (b) - The dots represent values of signal expectation and
variance using uniform segments from 100 simulations. The estimated parameters
are â = 0.1032 and b̂ = 0.0112 .
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Figure 2.9: The dots represent values of signal expectation and variance using
uniform segments from 500 HLIF spectra. Data derived from real world airborne
HLIF LIDAR experiments. The estimated noise parameters are â = 0.0432 and
b̂ = 0.0032 .

2.3.3

Noise parameters estimation of measured HLIF LIDAR data

Using the method described in the previous subsection the HLIF noise
model parameters are estimated from the real airborne LIDAR data. The
estimated noise model parameters are used for subsequent data simulation
in this work.
The noise parameters for the signal dependent noise model of (2.22)
are estimated from experimental HLIF LIDAR data. The description of
LIDAR experiments and instrumentation can be found in Alekseyev et al.
(2008); Babichenko et al. (2010); Sobolev (2010). For robust estimation
the selected data contains five hundred samples of targeted medium with
various fluorescence intensity covering the most of detectors dynamic range.
The signal expectation and variance are computed according to “Estimation
of Poisson-Gaussian noise model parameters” algorithm given in Appendix
section of this work and final results are present in figure 2.9.

2.4

Conclusions

The main topics of WT theory have been introduced in this section. Among
the large number of WTs each suitable for different applications the CWT,
fast DWT and lifting scheme have been considered here.
Each WT scheme is suitable for specific signal analysis. The CWT
provides the best visual representation of signal multi-resolution structure,
which will be exploited in section 3.2 for preliminary HLIF structural anal59

ysis and multiscale comparison. The lifting scheme, known as II generation
wavelets, has the ability to naturally adapt to signal domain, which is
desired property for feature extraction and adaptive denoising methods
proposed in next chapter.
The state-of-the art mixed Poisson-Gaussian noise model has been applied for HLIF signals with some modifications of original algorithm. The
modifications included changes in signal segmentation, application of lifting
scheme and parametric fitting of model using the nonlinear optimization
of logarithm transformed SSD of model estimator with multi-start initialization. The results indicate correct estimation of mixed Poisson-Gaussian
model parameters from simulated HLIF signals and clipped test function.
Using the the Poisson-Gaussian noise model and LIDAR measurements
the real LIDAR sensor noise parameters were estimated. The results showed
the two orders dominance of Poissonian noise component â = 0.0432 over
the Gaussian one b̂ = 0.0032 . This effect meets the extremely low light
signal acquisition conditions and the physical characteristics of MCP which
gain is the main noise source of current LIDAR imaging sensor. The noise
model and parameters derived in this section are applied in next chapter.
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Chapter 3

HLIF data analysis
The organic pollution diagnostics within the HLIF data processing scope
can be viewed as a conventional pattern recognition task. A fundamental
challenge in automated pattern recognition is the extraction of discriminating and characterizing information about an observation objects (Polikar,
2006). For example, in section 1.4 the extraction of the relevant information
has been introduced as spectral unmixing procedure. Using the information
about the mixture components and estimating the correct model we could
easily exclude the natural fluorescence background from observation and
extract the relevant residual of pollutant for future identification. In terms
of pattern recognition the extracted residual, while discriminated from
pollutant end-member, can be future viewed as object containing redundant information. Thus, in this chapter the HLIF data will be analyzed
considering the pattern-structure of fluorescence emission spectrum.
As the HLIF spectrum defined in 1.2 consist of hundreds of spectral
bands it can be considered as high dimensional data, and extraction of
relevant information will also contribute to the dimensionality reduction.
This is essential because the high dimensional data-spaces create the computational effort which is detrimental for data processing (Radovanović
et al., 2010). In pattern recognition the “feature extraction” term denotes
the way of extraction of important information and removal of the irrelevant
part from consideration. The feature extraction can have formally two
directions: the statistical and structural approach.
Most methods of the multispectral and hyperspectral remote-sensing
data analysis apply the statistical or decision-theoretic feature extraction
methods (Landgrebe, 2005; Chen, 2012). These methods express the linear (Principal Component Analysis, Linear Discriminant Analysis, and
Projection Pursuit) and nonlinear (IsoMaps and Generative Topographic
Mapping) embeddings of specific data into new, low-dimensional, efficient
spaces. However, the statistical feature extraction lacks optimizing the
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object specific features as these methods are designed to optimize certain
decision criteria (i.e. the variance). The interpretation of extracted features
and binding with physical application is also not convenient and must be
explicitly determined.
The alternative structural approach describes data in terms of particular or predefined primitive components and the relationship among these
components (Pavlidis, 1977). In structural feature extraction the features
are strictly binded with the data-space and thus the conditional relevance
can be easily evaluated. There exist number of successful examples of
hyperspectral (Bruce et al., 2002; Hsu, 2007) and high dimensional feature
extraction using the structural approach.
The optimality of structural analysis of HLIF data has been demonstrated in Sobolev and Babichenko (2013b), where the discriminant measure constructed in redundant but structural feature-space using the CWT
significantly improved the pollutants discrimination. That approach will
be discussed here as “Multiscale spectra comparison” in section 3.2.2. An
alternative way is to implement structural feature extraction as signal compression using the library of biorthogonal wavelets as proposed in (Sobolev
and Babichenko, 2013a). As the feature extraction is sensitive to signal
domain boundary artifacts, the method applies the LWT (see section 2.2.4)
for wavelet coefficients expansion. Both methods use the ”dictionary“ of
wavelets as the best ”language” which can efficiently capture information
in spectral-scale domains. The corresponding numerical examples demonstrate the effectiveness of wavelet feature extraction for HLIF data. The
global idea has been inspired by sparsity-norm optimization, known as
Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (Cai and Wang, 2011).
The wavelet feature extraction is closely related to the adaptive denoising/compression method proposed in Saito (1994). The noise can be
considered as the irrelevant part of information in observation, thus the
denoising is a good option to improve the discriminating capabilities of
pattern recognition system. By extending the wavelet feature extraction
technique a novel Adaptive Slope Compensation (ASC) denoising method
for HLIF data with mixed Poisson-Gaussian noise from 2.3.2 has been
proposed. The effectiveness of method will be demonstrated on a numerical
examples here and in the next chapter.

3.1

Author’s contribution

The author applied the structural feature extraction using the dictionary of
biorthogonal wavelets and lifting scheme for improving the quality of HLIF
pattern recognition. The wavelet based approach is deeply investigated,
showing that WT expansion coefficients well represent localized structure
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of hyperspectral fluorescence emission spectrum. On this basis the author
proposed to extract the significant meaningful fluorescence features and use
them in HLIF discrimination.
 Structural characterization of HLIF data using the CWT multiscale
comparison is proposed;
 A wavelet basis for optimal HLIF feature extraction is selected considering the heuristic analysis;
 The wavelet based feature extraction as sparsity-norm optimization is
proposed. The OPD example showed significant improvement when
using the proposed “feature weighted distance“ discriminant measure.
More examples are given in next chapter;
 Novel ASC denoising method effectively processing the Poisson, Gaussian and mixed noise sources. The method performance is compared
to similar AMDL and ideal loss using the numerical examples.
 Experimental set up, measurements/simulation, implementing the
necessary algorithms, data processing in provided examples;

3.2

Scale characteristics of HLIF spectra

The CWT reviewed in section 2.2.1 can be efficiently exploited to analyze
the scale characteristics of HLIF signals acting like a mathematical microscope. The continuous wavelet spectrum is the set of the coefficients of
the WT series Wψ f (a, b) in time-frequency domain. In HLIF case, the
coefficients of the WT series reside in the wavelength and scale rather than
the time and frequency domains. The CWT has specific boundary condition
problem. Here it is assumed that the HLIF spectra have compact support
on selected wavelength interval L = (λ0 , λend ), thus the zero padding signal
extension is applied with xk ≡ 0 ∀λ ∈
/ L over the boundary. In next sections
the signal extension will be unnecessary with Lifting scheme.
The most general spectrum analyzed in LIDAR environmental applications is the fluorescence spectrum of natural water. The composition of
natural water fluorescence spectrum is created by two specific light emission
processes. The first one is the characteristic RSS of water molecules and
the second is the DOM fluorescence (see section 1.2.2). Figure 1.2 shows
the HLIF spectrum of a Baltic sea water among others. The broad spectral
structure with maximum at 430 nm is the DOM fluorescence, and the
thin peak at 344 nm is the RSS. The emission spectra of DOM, as of
most fluorophores, is rather broad and “smooth” structure. For other
fluorophores the fluorescence spectrum can have multiple local extrema
points and other small-scale details.
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Figure 3.1: Example of natural water CWT spectrum using the reverse biorthogonal spline wavelet of order 2.4. The characteristic features of natural water
are visible on small and large scales. RSS and DOM maximum are located on
corresponding wavelength bands and on scales 30 and 100 respectively.

Figure 3.1 shows the CWT spectrum of Baltic sea water HLIF from
figure 1.2. The wavelet used in this example is the reverse biorthogonal
spline wavelet of order 2.4. Following from the CWT definition the spectrum coefficients become relatively large at scales where the signal features
correlate best with the wavelet. The thin RSS is clearly seen on scales 10
to 60 and the broad DOM is separated on scales starting from 60. The
spectral width of RSS in HLIF spectrum is lower-bounded by the spectral
resolution of instrumentation. Thus the wavelet coefficients below the RSS
scale (a < 10) do not correspond to spectral signal and represent the system
noise. The wavelength domain localization of wavelet coefficients matches
the peaks location on HLIF spectrum (344 and 430 nm).
The continuous signal features are separated by scales with CWT. For
natural water example, the signal features became RSS peak and DOM,
thus producing wavelet “unmixing” of complex HLIF signal. However, any
smooth local features can be extracted and viewed as spectral details. Figure 3.2a displays the HLIF spectrum of Gas oil measured as optically dense
film. The gas oil display complex structure which is seen as small-scale
cambers at 370, 390 and 405 nm. The oscillations of wavelet coefficients on
scales around 13 located from 340 to 440 nm are clearly seen on the CWT
spectrum in figure 3.2b. For better visualization CWT spectrum is plotted
by absolute value (for the rest of this work). The coefficients line at scale
a = 13 is plotted separately in figure 3.2a with additional 0.5 constant shift
for better visualization. These WT coefficients exactly match the locations
of small-scale cambers, thus they represent the extracted spectral details of
gas oil HLIF spectrum. Examination of coefficients line reveals additional
spectral details on 346 and 438 nm. These are revealed locations of smallscale signal cambers that are visually hidden due to the limited spectral
resolution of detector.
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Figure 3.2: Example of gas oil CWT absolute value spectrum using the reverse
biorthogonal spline wavelet of order 2.4. The CWT coefficients at scale a = 13
are shown on (a) as dashed line. Two additional small-scale cambers are visible
at 346 and 438 nm.
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Figure 3.3: Emission spectra of p-terphenyl collected with spectral resolution of
0.5 and 10 nm. Spectral data taken from Lakowicz. The CWT coefficients at
scale a = 16 are shown on (a) as dashed lines. The correlation value between the
coefficients (dashed lines) is 0.96.
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The last statement is significant for structural analysis. The spectral details, even though they exist, can be barely noticeable due to the broadening
of fluorescence spectrum and limited detector spectral resolution. The effect
of structural extraction is future demonstrated on spectra of p-terphenyl an
aromatic hydrocarbon collected with a variable spectral resolution of 0.5
and 10 nm (see figure 3.3). The spectrum measured with high 0.5 nm
resolution display vibrational structure with peaks located on 325, 340 and
355 nm. On the low resolution spectrum on 3.3a this structure is nearly lost.
However, vast correlation of internal oscillations in emission is clearly seen
on wavelet coefficients from scale a = 16 in both 0.5 and 10 nm resolutions.
Another example of scale characteristics analysis with CWT is provided
in figure 3.4. The two light and two medium refined oil products were
measured as dense films. The differences between emission spectra of Diesel
and Hydro oil are barely visible. The CWT spectra on 3.4b of corresponding
samples introduce similar structure which is related to similar HLIF spectra. However, a small-scale detail (a = 18) in the range from 390 to 400 nm
that present on Diesel sample is absent from the Hydro oil (figure 3.4b first
and second). The Gas oil catalytic and MDO are better distinguishable by
their emission spectra than previous pair of samples. The CWT spectra
on 3.4b third and last image have significant differences on scales up to 40.
The overall broad shape of medium refined samples resides on scales 60 and
more. The location of fluorescence global maximum on scale a = 60 from
405 to 410 nm is visible in both samples.
The wavelet properties like compact support, regularity and vanishing
moments provide very efficient basis to represent relevant information of
HLIF signals. The spectral properties of importance are the related wavelength location and shape of the features. The examples demonstrate that
WT preserves the spectral information and, in addition, extracts the smallscale spectral details from the HLIF data. This accurate method extends
the informational components of the HLIF data so that the characteristic
details of the HLIF data are preserved and are isolated for analysis.

3.2.1

Selection of optimal wavelet basis

In the previous section the analysis of HLIF data was intended to extract
the small-scale details from emission spectrum while preserving the spectral
properties of the latter. The wavelength localization of wavelet is dependent
on the order N of its base function. Another important side of WT is
the signal reconstruction from wavelet coefficients. For HLIF signals which
ideally are continuous and smooth functions the reconstruction basis should
be also smooth. As the result for optimal WT application we need maximal
smoothness on reconstruction and maximally possible compact support on
decomposition.
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Figure 3.4: The CWT absolute value spectra of four light refined oil products.
On (b) from top to bottom: Diesel, Hydro oil, Gas oil catalytic, MDO.
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Figure 3.5: Biorthogonal wavelet analytical functions of 2.4 order. (a) - decomposition scaling function, (b) - decomposition wavelet function, (c) - reconstruction
scaling function, (d) - reconstruction wavelet function

As stated in section 2.2 the core of WT is the basis function. In case
of orthogonal analysis the single basis function determines the analysis
vanishing moments, the wavelet support and the reconstruction smoothness. In all cases except the Haar wavelet the orthogonal basis functions
have asymmetric support due to the phase shift in the frequency response.
The latter means that the localization of wavelet coefficients in wavelength
domain will be tampered with respect to HLIF small-scale features.
Considering this heuristic analysis, it is offered to use the biorthogonal
wavelets for HLIF data analysis. In DWT the biorthogonal wavelets are
created with the additional symmetric dual functions having a finite support (Cohen, 1992). In addition, the order of decomposition scaling ϕ and
wavelet ψ and reconstruction ϕ̃ and ψ̃ pairs can be individually controlled.
The support width is taken as 2Nr + 1 and 2Nd + 1 for reconstruction and
decomposition wavelet orders respectively. Biorthogonal pair of wavelets
and scaling functions used in previous section is provided in figure 3.5 in
analytical form for CWT.
The wavelet functions in figure 3.5 are given for order of reconstruction filter lower than decomposition. However, as stated in section 2.2.3
the biorthogonal pairs can be used vice versa; the ϕ̃ and ψ̃ are used for
decomposition and ϕ with ψ for reconstruction. This is required to preserve constraints on maximal smoothness on reconstruction and maximally
possible compact support on decomposition. In literature this filters are
commonly found as reverse biorthogonal spline wavelets.
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The LWT interpolation naturally “creates” biorthogonal symmetric wavelets.
In subsequent chapters the reverse biorthogonal filters lifting schemes of
orders 1.3, 1.5, 2.4 and 2.6 are used. The coefficients of lifting wavelets are
provided in Appendix examples and can be found in many research books.

3.2.2

Multiscale HLIF spectra comparison

In section 1.4.1 the quantitative discriminant measure for HLIF data is defined as the distance d between the mixture model and measurement/residual. In conventional approach the binary classifier can be constructed
directly using the similarity measure by estimating the best threshold ηd .
It is proposed that the analysis of the HLIF structure – specifically, the
search for differences – is not accurate if information from the complete
data-space is used. As the structure of the HLIF spectrum is a set of small
to medium scale local features with global baseline we want to compare
spectra relying on detailed structure.
If z and M are observation and model (end-member) and cfi = Wψ f (ai , b)
denote CWT coefficients of function f then the scale distance measure can
be defined as
n
1X
d(czi , cM
(3.1)
sd(z, M) =
i ),
n
i=1

where d is distance measure from (1.2) and i = (1, 2, ..., n) are scale indexes.
The scale distance
sD(z, M, a) = di (czi , cM
(3.2)
i ),

as function of scale a provide detailed comparison of observation and model.
In practice the full data-space distance can be weighted by the (3.1) producing the “feature weighted distance” FWD measure
F W D(z, M) = sd(z, M) ∗ d(z, M).

(3.3)

The aim of equations (3.1) or (3.3) is to evaluate distance between model
and observation on subset of scales, with stressed informational content.
The selection of best comparison scales a is obvious. We select scales that
maximally characterize spectrum, generally these are scales with cambers,
curves, local extrema which was demonstrated for number of examples in
3.2.
In practice and numerical experiments the empirical selection of best
scales for particular HLIF spectrum is straightforward and can be formulated with simple rules. The domain of function (3.2) can be divided into
ranges according to scale characteristics of HLIF spectra. Thus, the details
of spectra are localized on medium-scales (see figure 3.6b, range II). These
1
÷ 16 part of wavelength domain. This width value
are cambers which take 16
of cambers is determined by lower bound of RSS, which FWHM typically
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1
from full wavelength domain. The broad fluorescence
equals 14nm or 16
baseline and system noise reside on large (ranges III and IV) and small
(range I) scales respectively. These scales are preferably excluded from
comparison.
It follows that best scales selection is the extraction of HLIF spectrum
features. In case if spectrum is maximally flat, with no visible features,
then the representative scales from range II are selected, considering the
noise level. The representative scales means the scales with distance less
than some small threshold value. The latter can be estimated by comparing
the spectrum with its simulated noisy version.

3.2.3

Numerical example

In section 1.2.2 the number of land fluorescent objects was demonstrated.
The most encountered HLIF measurement in land surveys is spectrum of
green grass. The HLIF spectrum of grass with addition of Gaussian function
with parameters σ = 12, µ = 485 is shown in figure 3.6a. This can be
spectrum of different object or combination of objects including the grass.
It is obvious that spectra are similar and the calculated distance d = 0.006
is close to zero. The difference is embedded only in small scale artificial
additive.
Figure 3.6b shows the function of distance from scale (3.2). The rbio2.4
mother wavelet is used in this example. The distance maximum value 0.327
corresponds to scale 21. This shows that HLIF data significantly differs by
the local features. The global baseline distance corresponding to scales in
IV range equals to 0.002.
In following example, the power of multiscale HLIF spectra comparison
is demonstrated on real-world land diagnostics. Unlike the vast spread in
case of water oil pollution, the land oil pollution is concentrated in small
areas. Sampling of land pollution area presents single entities of pollutant
which are compactly located. This data was collected with airborne LIDAR
system in the oil production region, where the oil has the ability to yield
on surface in random places (the detailed description of application is given
in 4.2.2). The single oil seep spots were randomly encountered along the
flight and recorded in the observation database. The exact HLIF spectrum
of oil produced in that region was measured along and used in analysis.
The conventional comparison using the distance (1.2) resulted in false
positive erroneous answers like one shown in figure 3.7. Plotted finding in
figure 3.7a is obviously the observed spectrum of oil, however the second
finding in figure 3.7b is visually different. On the contrary the distances
da = 0.063 and db = 0.057 display the opposite answer. The appearance
of different HLIF spectra in figure 3.7b is the result of high dimensionality
of HLIF data. Indeed, the discriminant measure in high dimensional HLIF
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Figure 3.6: (a) - The distance-scale function plot of grass and simulated HLIF
spectra. Spectra differ only locally from 460 to 500 nm range, d = 0.006. (b) The plot of distance versus scale sD(z, M, a). We extracted and compared the local
feature of simulation spectrum with grass spectrum on scales in II range. The two
orders increased distance sd = 0.327, a = 21 in that case shows that spectra are
different.
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Figure 3.7: (a) - The plot of HLIF observation and end-member data for correct
finding. The distance value da = 0.063. (b) - The plot of incorrect observation.
The curve, visible in 350-400 nm range at end-member, is absent. However, the
distance value is db = 0.057. The error is a result of high dimensionality of data,
the distance in full data-space is not representative.

data-space lacks the selectivity and is not representative.
The scale structure of oil HLIF is shown on CWT spectrum in figure
3.8. This curve located between 350 and 400 nm is obviously the spectral
feature which should uniquely identify the targeted oil product. The scale
distance (equation (3.1)) taken on scale a = 35 result in sda = 0.131 and
sdb = 5.112 for first and second findings respectively.
The analysis of LIDAR data revealed a number of oil yields. Two
values F W D and d are calculated to compare the results of FWD with
conventional distance. The part of results is shown in figure 3.9, the X
axis is sorted by increasing of d values and displays first most similar
observations. Using the conventional distance the closest observations must
point to the oil findings. The FWD results are plotted along the same
sorted axis. The sample number 3 is the result demonstrated on 3.7b, which
strictly lies outside of closest set for FWD. The final and correct estimation
of oil locations are seven HLIF observations with indexes l = {1, 2, 4 − 8}.
This FWD result matches with expert analysis.
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Figure 3.8: The CWT spectrum of oil product. The feature of this oil product,
curve located at 350-400 nm range, is clearly seen. Location of maximum is on
scale 35.
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Figure 3.9: The LIDAR data analysis results
are sorted according to d values in ascending
are most similar to the end-member spectrum
locations. The FWD analysis allocated first
(excluded sample spectrum is shown on 3.7b).
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in multiscale comparison. Samples
order. First 10 observations which
are expected to be detected oil yield
8 samples excluding the number 3

3.3

Wavelet based feature extraction

As demonstrated in previous section the CWT feature extraction serves as
structural decomposition of HLIF spectrum. The redundant informational
part of spectrum can be removed by exclusion of the irrelevant scales from
distance calculation. The analysis is then adjusted to the particular spectral
characteristics.
The relation of classification features to spectral properties, like local
extreme points, is very important. For example in Polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs) the identical local fluorescence extrema areas in the
same places yield the close related layout of poly-aromatic hydrocarbons
(PAHs) and similar surrounding matrix for complexes of PAHs. In this way
the structural analysis with CWT feature extraction is well explained in
contrast to statistical approach, like PCA.
The CWT coefficients cfi calculations are computationally extensive and
not suitable for real-time data analysis. The procedure can follow two
classification steps. The first one uses the full data-space distance (1.2)
with relaxed threshold for coarse identification, which result in many falsepositive findings. The multiscale comparison is made as second step on
selected dataset. Another option is to apply the feature extraction using
DWT or lifting schemes, which is much faster and can be used for real-time
data analysis.

3.3.1

HLIF feature extraction principle

The multiscale HLIF spectra comparison paradigm is that the local features
found on some scales are binded with spectral properties of object. It is
stated that HLIF data can be well represented by global and local structures
in the basis of wavelets.
In multiscale comparison we have heuristically selected a number of
scales with corresponding local structure information. This approach has
several weaknesses. The HLIF signals cannot be reconstructed from CWT
coefficients, this means that part of information is lost. Secondly, the
dimensionality of coefficients on single scale is the same as in initial HLIF
data-space. In addition we want to formulate an algorithm for automatic
feature extraction without heuristic search for scales. As a result lets
formulate the “ideal” feature extraction requirements as
 We want to have spectral features extraction algorithm without loosing the full information about signal and its details.
 The signal representation in feature space must be sparse, meaning
that only a small number of important features are non zero, i.e. the
signal is compressed in feature space.
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 The feature “importance” can be measured. For example it is denoted
by absolute value of corresponding coefficient. Thus, the unimportant
features can be removed automatically.

From the theory of Orthogonal Matching Pursuit the arbitrary signal y
can be represented using the basis W by the minimization of the functional
arg min
a∈RN

1
ky − W ak22 + λkak0 ,
2

(3.4)

where a are the unknown coefficients in basis W , k·k denotes the norm
operator and λ ∈ [0, ∞) is a utility variable. The first term in equation
(3.4) is the “squared residual norm” or “sum of squared difference” function.
This term is related to feasibility of the signal representation in basis W ,
i.e., the smaller the value the more information from signal is captured in a.
The λkak0 is the sparsity constraint, which is a penalization of the retained
basis coefficients. It must be noted that we work with well determined
linear system and W is orthogonal.
The DWT and lifting schemes introduced in sections 2.2.3 and 2.2.4
represent good orthogonal basis for HLIF type of signals. In contrast to
CWT they tend to capture low-frequency sub-band information of non
oscillating signals, which is known as approximation. The example of DWT
and lifting expansion into basis W for Crude oil HLIF is shown in figure
3.10. As we deal with finite length signals it is preferred to use the lifting
scheme, as it naturally removes the boundary condition problem present in
DWT (compare figures 3.10b and 3.10c).
If consider the ground-truth spectrum from the spectral library the most
signal “energy” is allocated between the significant local spectral properties
(hills, bends, curves etc.) producing high expansion coefficients in wavelet
domain. The remaining coefficients are negligibly small. Therefore, it
is assumed that the first k largest signal expansion coefficients can be
estimates of the best basis â.
This estimate can be proven easily when W is orthogonal. Let λ = 0,
then one can expand (3.4) as
1
1
ky − W ak22 = (y T y − 2y T W a + W T aT W a),
2
2

(3.5)

and by taking the derivative with respect to a
∂
= −W T (y − W a) = −W T y + a,
∂a
as W T W = I where I is identity matrix. By setting this to zero we find
that minimum of (3.5) is at â = W T y.
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Figure 3.10: The comparison of Crude oil basis coefficients produced using the
DWT and lifting schemes. (a) - The Crude oil HLIF spectrum as seen in figure
1.1a number 15. The spectrum support is beyond the detector wavelength range
and the right boundary of spectrum is sufficiently high. (b) - The DWT expansion
detail coefficients grouped as {cDj , ..., cD1 }. Due to the DWT filter support the
boundary effect produced many high false coefficients on all decomposition levels.
(c) - The lifting scheme coefficients. As lifting wavelet is constructed directly on
signal, no boundary effect present and all coefficients have true value.
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Figure 3.11: Plot of residual norm versus k for two oil HLIF spectra. The function
decreases rapidly up to some value ϑ which is determined by structural complexity
of spectrum.

Let k denote the number of non-zero entries in â, then the kâk0 = #{i :
âi 6= 0} = k. This tells, that the number k of non-zero coefficients â
should be as small as possible. Thus, the best estimate of â are the largest
by absolute value expansion coefficients. Let Θk operator keeps largest k
expansion coefficients of |â| then the minimum of (3.4) is found as
min
k

1
k(I − Θk )âk22 + λk.
2

(3.6)

In words, at first step the complete WT representation of signal â =
W T y is created. The expansion coefficients â sorted in descending order by
absolute value, are sequentially zeroed by (I − Θk ) operation.
Lets closer review the terms in (3.6). The first term represents the norm
of retained expansion coefficients which will decrease with k (see example
in figure 3.11). This value decreases fast as first highest coefficients, which
contribute to the essential parts of signal, are removed from â. Beginning
with some k > ϑ the function decrease is barely noticeable, thus the
retained coefficients represent insignificant signal part. The value of ϑ is
determined by signal structural complexity. For example in figure 3.11
the Crude oil and Sundex can be reconstructed from 9 and 15 expansion
coefficients respectively both producing equal 0.01 residual norm. It says
that Sundex structure is more complex or less compressible than of the
Crude oil.
The second term λk is the linearly increasing function with constant
slope λ. The λ determines the penalty for retaining k coefficients and is
related to the noise level. At this point it is assumed that λ = 0 (zero noise),
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Id
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Name
Diesel 1
Diesel 2
Diesel 3
Hydro oil
Motor oil
Heating oil 1
Heating oil 2
MDO 1
MDO 2
Gas oil
Calsol
Sundex
Crude oil 1
Crude oil 2
Crude oil 3
IFO-380
LCO
Marlin

Sparsity, k
17
15
17
15
13
15
16
12
15
15
15
15
10
8
6
7
7
7

Compression
92.83
93.67
92.83
93.67
94.51
93.67
93.25
94.94
93.67
93.67
93.67
93.67
95.78
96.62
97.47
97.05
97.05
97.05

n
k

#{cA, cDj , ..., cD1 }
4—3—4—4—3—0—0
4—4—3—3—2—0—0
4—3—3—5—3—0—0
4—3—4—2—3—0—0
4—4—3—2—1—0—0
4—4—2—3—3—0—0
4—4—5—4—0—0—0
4—4—3—1—0—0—0
4—3—4—4—0—0—0
4—3—4—5—0—0—0
4—4—4—4—0—0—0
4—4—5—2—0—0—0
4—3—3—0—0—0—0
4—3—1—0—0—0—0
4—1—1—0—0—0—0
4—2—1—0—0—0—0
4—3—0—0—0—0—0
4—3—0—0—0—0—0

Table 3.1: The results of feature extraction for reference library from figure 1.1a.
The data-space is n-dimensional with n = 237. The sparsity column denotes the
number of nonzero coefficients k. The values in compression ratio column are given
as the percent of zero coefficients.

which is true for feature extraction from ground-truth end-members. For
final solution the (3.6) is normalized as
min

0<k<n/2

k(I − Θk )âk22
≥ τ,
kâk22

(3.7)

where τ is small constant based on the maximum relative residual norm.
Corresponding to previous work in (Sobolev and Babichenko, 2013a) the
τ = 0.01 which corresponds to relative 1% residual norm and good visual
quality of reconstructed signal. The complete wavelet feature extraction
algorithm implementation is given in Appendix.

3.3.2

Feature extraction examples

The feature extraction method is applied at reference spectra from figure
1.1a. The results are given in table 3.1 for parameters: τ = 0.01, n = 237,
j = 6 and rbio1.5.
The compression ratio given as percent of zero coefficients is greater
than 90%. This confirms with assumptions that WT present good basis
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Figure 3.12: Light refined (Diesel 2), medium refined (Gas oil) and crude oil
(Crude oil 3) products HLIF spectra and their reconstruction (dashed line) using
the extracted features.

for HLIF type of signals. It is interesting that the sparsity of oil products
HLIF correlates with type of oil product. The sparsity in table 3.1 ranges
from 17 to 6 for light and crude oil products respectively. This is explained
by the spectral shape complexity (see figure 3.12). The last column in table
3.1 shows the number of nonzero coefficients for each approximation and
detail levels. The results for light and medium oil products show that HLIF
data presents number of significant small scale features starting from scale
cD3 . The crude oil products, due to their smooth and broad shape, have
large scale details on scales cD5,6 only.
The signal information captured in small number of expansion coefficients is expected to be complete. The visual quality of reconstruction is
shown in figure 3.12 for three oil products: Diesel 2, MDO 1 and Crude oil
3.
The example of Gobles oil fields in figure 3.7 is continued here using the
proposed wavelet feature extraction. Previously in section 3.2.2 the CWT
and heuristic analysis were applied to extract information about specific
HLIF spectrum curve visible in 350 − 400 nm range. The feature extraction
results with τ = 0.01, n = 237, j = 6 and rbio1.5 for the same HLIF
spectrum are
Sparsity, k
14

Compression
94.33

n
k

cA, cDj , ..., cD1
4—3—4—3—0—0—0 .

The feature curve located on scale number 35 in CWT spectrum is now
encoded in nonzero detail coefficients on scales cD4−6 . The reconstruction
of curve from selected coefficients in shown in figure 3.13.
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Figure 3.13: The reconstructed HLIF spectrum with removed feature curve. The
curve is encoded by nonzero expansion coefficients on scales cD4−6 .
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Figure 3.14: The analysis results on terrain data in feature comparison. Samples
are sorted according to d values in ascending order. The detail analysis used only
seven expansion coefficients for feature comparison.
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The FWD is calculated using the same equation (3.3). The difference is
in scaled distance computation where, instead of CWT coefficients czi , cM
i ,
the extracted feature coefficients for signal and model are used. New
results are plotted in figure 3.14. The results show equal answers for both
multiscale comparison and feature extraction methods.

3.3.3

HLIF feature denoising

The conventional approaches to adaptive denoising as mentioned in section
2.3.1 require prior estimation of noise model and parameters, like noise
standard deviation. Generally the denoising methods are limited to “white”
or “colored” normal noise models. Alternately, some signal processing
methods, like Variance Stabilization Transform, can extend conventional
algorithms to signal-dependent noise sources (Makitalo and Foi, 2013).
An alternative and efficient denoising method can be applied using the
sparsity-norm optimization (3.6) with noise adaptive λ. This method refers
to original adaptive Minimum Description Length (AMDL) approach from
Saito (1994) with significant improvement.
In previous section the λ = 0 as the end-member HLIF spectra represent
ideal noiseless data. If y is real observation then the λ should be estimated.
One constant estimator is provided in Saito (1994). The author derived the
(3.6) using the informational transmission setting or MDL principle. The
noise component assumed additive WGN and objective function is derived
from ML estimator of normal p.d.f. with respect to σ 2 as
AM DL(k) =

min

0<k<n/2

3
n
logk(I − Θk )âk22 + k log n.
2
2

(3.8)

The k non-zero expansion coefficients transmission penalty is denoted constant as 23 k log n.
Lets analyze the solution of (3.8). The first term is residual norm in
logarithm scale with n2 normalization coefficient, derived from ML estimator
of normal p.d.f. As both functions (logarithm and n2 ) are linear they do not
affect the objective final solution. The log function linearize and compact
the dynamic range of objective function thus it is easier to analyze its
behavior.
The second term sets λ = 23 log n which is taken as the length of information needed to transmit the k non-zero elements. It is set constant,
however in hypothesis the λ must be related to signal noise, and specific
value must be adapted according to noise distribution.
Let the ε = ay + b from (2.24) is the total noise variance of measured
signal y. In figure 3.15a the log residual norms versus k for three variations
of ε are plotted. As we move with k the residual norms starting from some
k > ϑ decrease with small constant slopes β. For the signal-dependent
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noise the β also depends on signal itself and is greater than for WGN. This
is expected, as at each k we remove the highest expansion coefficient and
for Poisson noise the distribution of magnitudes is not normal.
Following from plot 3.15a the slope β and penalty λ are related. If we
assume that the breakpoint between the signal and noise components is
known and β is the noise slope then the estimator
λ̂ = 2|β|,

(3.9)

is compensation for noise dependent slope in log residual norm functional.
The numerical solution to (3.9) can be found using the segmented linear
regression model
(
β1 k + o1 for k < B
n
RM = logk(I − Θk )âk22 =
2
β2 k + o2 for k ≥ B
where B indicates the breakpoint between two segments. The breakpoint
solution is found as minimax
ˆ k22
arg min kRM − RM
B

using the fast golden section search on bounded interval {0; n}. The estimated fit examples are given in figure 3.15b. The first segments correspond
to the expansion coefficients of significant parts of the signal. The secondary
linear segments follow the noise coefficients. The penalty for retaining the
coefficients λ can be estimated from slope of β2 k + o2 as λ̂ = 2|β2 |. This
procedure is named “Adaptive Slope Compensation” (ASC) denoising.
In real HLIF measurements the Poisson-Gaussian noise model cannot
describe every noise component. In rare cases due to the high gain the signal
is subject to events, like abrupt spikes, which produce strong artifacts.
The proposed HLIF feature denoising with adaptive slope can be used to
efficiently suppress such noise using simple signal-noise model assumption.
The HLIF signals due to the physics are sufficiently smooth functions (have
no “bumps”, “blocks” or edges). Let j is the WT details index and â =
{cA, cDj , ..., cD1 } then
â∗ = {cA, cDj∗ , ..., cD1∗ }

and

cDj∗ :=

d
#{cDj }p

(3.10)

where d ∈ cDj , #{cDj } is number of elements in cDj and p is penalization
constant. Equation (3.10) creates the penalized coefficients â∗ for operator
Θk , which are used to sort the â in penalized descending order. This
approach applies penalty for high frequency coefficients and thus more
efficiently removes “abnormal” high frequency noise. In experiments with
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Figure 3.15: (a) - An example of residual log-norm plots for variable ε. The solid
lines represent zero Poisson a = 0 noise. The dashed lines correspond to the zero
Gaussian noise b = 0. The slope β of error norm is dependent on the type of
noise distribution. (b) - Dashed lines plot the segmented linear regression model
fits. The λ’s are estimated from the slopes of second linear segments β2 . The solid
lines are penalized residual norm with estimated λk function. (b) - The example
of AMDL using 23 k log n as slope compensation. Comparing with (b), the AMDL
slope value is overestimated for both Gaussian and Poisson noise.
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HLIF data it was found that constant p value is ≥ 5. This can be transformed to new operator Θkj which keeps largest k expansion coefficients
from specific scale j. In words, for (3.6) solution the expansion coefficients
are sorted by absolute value at each scale j independently in descending
order.

3.3.4

Feature denoising examples

Several application examples show the performance of feature denoising
in Chapter 4. Mainly the “Feature denoising in water signal spectral
deformation detection” is based on ASC denoising (see Section 4.3).
Here the simulation with signal-dependent noise model is used to test
the ASC denoising performance. The ASC performance is demonstrated
for various spectral responses: natural water with high and low DOM concentrations (varies the proportion of RSS and DOM), light refined, medium
refined and crude oils (selected from figure 3.12). The selected spectra have
various structure and represent the feasible set of spectral responses for
most HLIF OPD applications. Denoising is tested for Gaussian and Poisson
noise sources with ε = 0.042 and penalization of high frequency scales Θkj .
The summary is presented in table 3.2 for ASC and AMDL performance
comparison using the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) measure.
The results indicate that ASC and AMDL methods behave similar for
Poisson noise denoising (a = 0.042 , b = 0). This is due to the increased
slope for Poisson noise residual norm, for which AMDL constant estimator
fits well enough (see figure 3.15c). The Gaussian noise slope is more
distinct from AMDL value, which is correctly estimated by ASC, which
is seen as increasing denoising performance in table 3.2 (a = 0, b = 0.042 ).
The penalization of high scales with operator Θkj maximally improves the
denoising quality for 4.79dB using the ASC method.
An additional performance test is created for variable ε and results are
plotted in figure 3.16. The ASC method has the denoising performance
close to the ideal. The ideal “Loss” minimum is calculated using the wavelet
coefficients from the prior “known” HLIF signal. The AMDL method
shows good performance, however the constant λ is overestimated, thus
the number of retained coefficients is lower than with the correct estimate.
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high dom
AMDL
ASC
delta
AMDL
ASC
delta
AMDL
ASC
delta
AMDL
ASC
delta

low dom light medium crude
a = 0.042 , b = 0
35.87
38.84
34.48
35.9
36.26
36.6
39.14
35.16
36.25
36.63
0.73
0.3
0.68
0.35
0.37
a = 0.042 , b = 0, high penalized
35.5
36.3
34.62
36.06
36.03
36.12
41.09
39.27
39.88
39.18
0.62
4.79
4.65
3.82
3.15
2
a = 0, b = 0.04
33.65
33.81
32.53
32.07
35.82
34.57
34.44
33.53
34.02
36.25
0.92
0.63
1
1.95
0.43
2
a = 0, b = 0.04 , high penalized
34.49
33.91
31.98
32.34
35.64
34.8
34.18
35.12
36.01
38.48
0.31
0.27
3.14
3.67
2.84

Table 3.2: The HLIF feature denoising results for Gaussian and Poisson noise
sources. The values are given as PSRN in dB. The delta corresponds to the
ASC − AM DL. The performance improvement is affected by type of HLIF data.
The most high denoising improvement is for Poisson noise HLIF spectra with high
penalization operator Θkj .
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Figure 3.16: The example of denoising performance with variable noise power.
Loss has the maximum performance, delivering more than 10dB PSNR increase,
which is the ideal denoising if the original data is known. Performance of ASC
method is close to the Loss. The AMDL method was used without high penalization,
as it showed detrimental effect on method. Err shows the initial PSNR of noisy
data.
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3.4

Conclusions

In this chapter the structure of HLIF spectrum has been analyzed using
the CWT. As demonstrated on a number of examples all spectral details
have been preserved and isolated in continuous wavelet basis. This method
extends the informational component in HLIF data, thus the discriminant
measure can be specifically adjusted. The latter has been demonstrated
on LIDAR application of land oil diagnostics. Seven correct oil findings
were successfully identified, while the false positive but similar natural fluorescence samples have been excluded using the conventional discriminant
measure weighted with extracted small-scale spectral information from the
oil HLIF end-member. The results heavily correspond to analyst view.
The wavelet properties like compact support, regularity and vanishing
moments provide very efficient basis to represent relevant information of
HLIF signals. Important properties for feature extraction have been estimated as maximal smoothness of reconstruction and maximal compact
support of decomposition. Based on this information the wavelets from
reverse biorthogonal family were selected for subsequent application. An
example of wavelet filter coefficients in lifting schemes are provided in
Appendix.
The automated feature extraction based on the Matching Pursuit has
been proposed for HLIF data. The results of the oil products end-member
HLIF spectra analysis using proposed feature extraction demonstrate the
dependency of the number of significant features on the oil product type.
The number of significant features ranged from 17 to 7 for light refined
oil and crude oil products respectively. This information corresponds to
the structural complexity of fluorescence emission spectra related to those
types. The numerical example of land oil diagnostics has been repeated
with feature extraction providing the same results as in case of the continuous wavelet basis.
In some cases the discriminant measure can be evaluated directly in
object space. This includes the detection of natural water deformation
method showed in section 4.3, where the observation presents mixture
of various spectral objects like RSS, DOM and oil pollutant. In such
case, the proposed ASC denoising serves as improvement of discrimination
quality. The numerical examples results show that denoising quality of
ASC is as high as ideal loss denoising for Poisson, Gaussian and mixed
noise distributions. The specific “high penalization” strategy used with
ASC method improves the denoising more than 4dB in comparison with
similar AMDL denoising method.
The feature extraction and ASC denoising methods implementations are
provided in Appendix section.
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Chapter 4

HLIF diagnostics platform
and OPD applications
The OPD design requirements include the low false alarm rate and automatic decision-making as must meet criteria. The methods of signal
processing and feature extraction, discussed in previous chapters, are designated to improve the HLIF pattern recognition system capabilities in
order to fulfill the requirements of modern in-situ remote OPD designs.
Application examples of HLIF structural analysis techniques for diagnostics
of water and land concerning the conceptual differences are given in this
chapter on the basis of real-world HLIF LIDAR missions.
The applications requirements multiplied by research and development
experience in the field of HLIF OPD resulted in creation of state-of-the-art
HLIF diagnostics platform. The automated diagnostics platform include
the detection and identification of oil pollution in water/land mixed environments with additional quantification capabilities. Its design is optimized
for combination of real-time and post-processing operation. The ultimate
output of system is the georeferenced OPD map with estimated pollution
and environmental indicators. By applying the proper calibration the
output can be extended to qualitative estimation. The system will be
integrated into commercial HLIF LIDAR platforms for OPD in marine
applications (supported by EAS grant EU46064 and Barents 2020 project).

4.1

Author’s contribution

Creation of base conceptual scheme of HLIF OPD platform. The HLIF
OPD capabilities have been tested in a variety of real-world, laboratory
and simulation experiments.
The following capabilities of the oil spill monitoring in land/water mixed
environment concerned and have been improved by reprocessing of early
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collected data using the developed algorithms by the author:
 The unknown pollutant detection in the presence of strong known
fluorescence background by removal of acquisition noise (example
“Feature denoising in water signal spectral deformation detection”
- section 4.3);
 The identification of pollutant in difficult environmental conditions
(example “Underwater oil pollution detection and identification” section 4.4);
 The recognition of pollutant in the mixture with unknown fluorescence background (example “Land surface oil pollution identification”
- section 4.5);
 The HLIF OPD of residual pollution in land/water mixed targets
(example “Land/water mixed diagnostics” - section 4.6).

The author developed and implemented the pattern recognition system
for HLIF LIDAR data processing which has been evaluated on a number
of HLIF LIDAR applications. In the framework of HLIF OPD the author contributed to airborne and shipborne LIDAR experiments in LIDAR
operation, data acquisition, extraction, processing and algorithms implementation. The author operated with HLIF Lidars in numerous studies
in Estonia, Latvia, USA, Canada, Portugal, Spain and Norway including
operational missions and R&D European projects DEOSOM (AMPERA)
and Baltic Way (BONUS).

4.2

Experimental datasets

All examples are based on experimental LIDAR data obtained during the
recent and past years. The major data was obtained in field works in
capability demonstration projects and surveys. The examples also include
the controlled laboratory research experiments and simulations with estimated instrument parameters. The field works progress was reported in
several internal reports and public access articles in international remote
sensing journals (Babichenko et al., 2000a; Babichenko, 2008; Babichenko
et al., 2004, 2006, 2002, 1995, 2000b). The summary of the objectives
and operation of the following field experiment and services is given in
chronological order.

4.2.1

LIDAR Underwater Diagnostics in OHMSETT Facility

The earliest of demonstration projects in 2005 was taken to share the
expertise in remote oil detection with LIDAR. In cooperation with US Coast
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Guards (USCG) the airborne LIDAR analytical platform demonstrated key
physical principles on which this technology is based.
The system was installed on a bridge with a near-horizontal beam configuration, with a mirror deflecting the beam down onto the target area
providing approximately 15 meters of light path distance.The experiment
included 29 tests of automated oil detection, characterization and submersion depth ranging of oil targets made with different types of light and
refined oils and demonstration of system capability in presence of surface
waves in various configurations, as well as during a light precipitation event.
The experiment also included the heavy crude oil. Crude oil distinctive
feature is that they naturally go below the water surface in hours from
pollution event.
The experiments demonstrated that LIDAR system is capable to detect
and identify oil beneath the surface of the water down to about 1.8 meters from a laser height of about 15 meters above the water. Very basic
analytical platform was available on the time of experiment, thus the most
results were developed using manual data processing. The data present an
interest to evaluate and compare the quality of oil pollution detection and
identification using the proposed structural analysis of HLIF data.

4.2.2

Gobles Fields LIDAR Operational Capabilities Validation

The operational tests in this experiment have been conducted to demonstrate capabilities of real-time detection and automatic determination of
oil type on land targets surveyed by airborne LIDAR remote sensing technology. The technology was demonstrated in prospecting and oil pipeline
integrity check applications.
Survey included the airborne LIDAR flights in the oil production regions
of South Ontario. The database included half million of georeferenced HLIF
spectral data. For prospecting analysis the spectra were filtered according
to geographic location of known oil ingress spots. A oil from local oil well
was measured and added into end-member library.
The experiment data is interesting for its unusual oil HLIF spectrum.
The crude oil HLIF spectrum structure is highlighted by specific and strong
feature curve in UV region, which is more common for refined and light oil
products. The analysis results have been demonstrated and compared in
previous sections 3.2.3 and 3.3.2 for “multiscale comparison” and FWD
respectively.
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4.2.3

Vegetation oil pollution laboratory research

The field works in land surveys required the discrimination of the oil product on the background of highly variable natural fluorescence objects. The
comprehensive library of land natural fluorescent object and surfaces were
obtained in the laboratory experiments in year 2010.
The dataset included various vegetation and land surfaces samples. The
controlled level of pollution was added to each sample and polluted data was
measured using LIDAR instrument. The distinct feature of experiments is
in oil product HLIF spectrum. The light Crude oil HLIF spectrum selected
for experiments represents a smooth broad structure which is common for
most fluorophores. The absence of strong features makes the analysis more
complicated.

4.2.4

Oil Spill Kalamazoo River Area LIDAR Survey

An airborne remote sensing survey of the heavy Crude oil (Diluted bitumen)
spill along the Kalamazoo river system was conducted in 2011. The survey
involved 11 hours of survey time with multiple passes over the area.
Airborne LIDAR survey was taken a year after the accident and cleaning
operation. The survey task included the detection of residual oil presence
on the river surface and below. At the same time the land analysis included
the river bed and inundation areas.
The oil product fluorescence response was significantly influenced due to
the long term hydrophysical factors. Most of heavy bitumen sank creating
submerged conglomerates of oil-contaminated sediment. The organics concentration of river was very high (more than 20 mg
l ), it was an indication
of long term oil pollution.
With respect to subsurface presence of oil, there were high levels of DOM
in the water detected in the survey and verified after in the subsequent
water samples. This restricted the depth to which the laser pulses could
penetrate the water. Based on the level of DOM, the LIDAR was able to
penetrate below the surface of the water to a depth of 20 inches. As such,
it was not possible to directly survey the river beds.
The dataset present an example of mixed land/water observations, with
high DOM concentrations and very variable land fluorescence backgrounds.
The total number of measurements is more that 3 million, from which 200
thousands are the water targets. The final analysis showed no locations of
the Crude oil film on the surface of the water along the Talmadge/Kalamazoo river system. Most of findings were located in land areas in the
proximity of the river banks and in the inundation area.
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4.3

Feature denoising in water signal spectral deformation detection - simulation experiment

The task of unknown pollution detection introduced in section 1.5.2 requires
the analysis of spectral shape deformation due to the presence of additive
component in water matrix. The definite spectral response of natural water
matrix can be measured prior to operation or even updated on-line. This
approach can be efficiently applied without prior knowledge of pollutant
end-member in applications with high DOM content.
As mentioned in 1.5.2 the selection of deformation threshold ηd depends
on the HLIF signal quality. We can separate two spectral deformations,
namely the noise and presence of additional component. Figure 4.1 shows
the spectra of water samples with variable signal power. In real measurements the signal power varies due to the variation of distance to target,
fluctuation of laser pulse power between successive shots or changes of water
medium light propagation property due to the waving.
The signals in figure 4.1 were simulated as taken from natural water
with constant detector gain. The noise model is parametrized by estimated
values of Poisson â = 0.0432 and Gaussian b̂ = 0.0032 noise components
(see section 2.3.3). On figure 4.1 the oil pollution is visible as increase of
fluorescence response tail on the right side of spectrum. Here the pollution
is given as “Crude oil 3” film from figure 1.1a. It was noticed that the
fluorescence intensity of crude oils and DOM are at the same order or
lower. Here the oil film thickness is at order of 1µm which corresponds to
the 20% of overall signal intensity.
The deformation of water spectrum in figure 4.1 is barely noticeable
for weak signal (25% signal power). This creates challenge to measure the
deformation level and choosing the ηd disregarding the signal power. Figure
4.2a displays the dwater dependence on the signal power for simulated cases
ranging from 25% to 100%. The dwater for polluted spectra is displayed
on the same plot. It is shown that the noise disrupts the distance value at
the same or greater level as deformation from pollution additive. The true
value of deformation for “Crude oil 3” is plotted as dashed line (also see
the corresponding figure 1.7).
The ACS feature denoising (from section 3.3.3) output is displayed in
figure 4.2b. The deformation noise dependency is significantly reduced.
The best threshold ηd can be estimated from plot. The denoised distance
value for crude oil is close to the true one plotted as dashed line.
The minimum detectable deformation vs. pollution intensity in the
presence of signal noise is shown in figure 4.3. The case of crude oil
pollution is considered. Relative intensity of pollution is bounded with film
thickness and by some simplification can be assumed as linearly increasing
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Figure 4.1: Example of natural water pollution, the simulation. The spectra show
natural water matrix (blue) with high DOM content. Crude oil film pollution is
black. Three levels of signal intensity ranging from 25% to full scale of detector
dynamic range are shown. The level of oil pollution is 20% of overall signal
intensity.
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Figure 4.2: Plot of d variation with signal intensity. Ten spectra were simulated
for each intensity level. The dashed horizontal line shows the distance value in
case of pollution with zero noise. The pollution level correspond to 1µm oil crude
film. (a) - The value of HLIF discriminant measure d is dependent on noise. (b)
- Denoised signal present almost no dependency for d.
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Figure 4.3: The AUC values as summary statistics for discriminating the
pollution from the noise. High AUC means better discrimination (1 gives 100%
discrimination). The noisy statistics are poor due to the distance measure vs.
noise dependence (dashed line). The minimum value of 10% pollution from signal
level can be detected with 100% confidence disregarding the total signal intensity
in denoised signals (solid line).

with increasing thickness.
The figure 4.3 displays the summary statistics of true-positive versus
false-positive error rates, namely Area Under Curve (AUC). The error rates
were found as a function of a threshold parameter ηd . This function is
known as Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC), which illustrates the
performance of binary classifier with varying threshold (Bradley, 1997).
The error rate at each pollution intensity value was calculated for small,
medium and high signal power as shown in figure 4.2.
According to results the detection is possible starting from relative
25% pollution intensity. Such level of deformation required to overweight
the distance noise dependence, especially for low power signals (see figure
4.2a). The minimum pollutant intensity value which is 100% detectable in
denoised signal equals 10% (roughly corresponds to 0.5mg/l.). Comparing
with the noisy results it can be stated that denoising procedure in two times
increases the accuracy of crude oil pollution detection.

4.4

Underwater oil pollution detection and identification

These results are an example of the detection and identification of an oil
product in difficult environmental conditions (i.e. in an environment with
a high DOM content). The data were collected with a LIDAR instrument
during test trials with controlled oil targets in OHMSETT experiment
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Figure 4.4: Two submerged oil targets at a depth of 1 m.

described in section 4.2.1.
Three oil products, Sundex, Calsol and Crude oil “Irene” were attached
to pads and were submerged in a pool at a depth of 1 m. The targets were
installed up in a line, as shown on Figure 4.4, and were anchored to the
test tank. As the LIDAR instrument moved with the platform, the laser
beam sequentially interacted with all the presented targets. The sequence
of the targets was Sundex, Calsol, Crude oil.
The first task for the analysis system was to detect the presence of a
contaminant in the water. This step was described in details in section 4.3.
The spectral shape of clean water from the pool was recorded and used as
a reference model for comparison with the measured spectra. As shown in
figure 4.5 the denoising of HLIF data significantly increases the selectivity
of spectrum deformation detection. The deformation created by the Sundex
spectrum (medium refined oil product), due to its strong overlapping with
DOM, is hard to detect. After the ACS denoising the analysis sensitivity
is increased as seen in figure 4.5b. Other targets Calsol and Crude oils are
detectable without denoising also.
The following step includes the measurement of the spectral shapes of
the pollutants. The end-member HLIF spectra and their corresponding
emission-scale CWT spectra are shown in figure 4.6. Both medium refined
oils have strong, distinct small scale features, visible in figures 4.6b and
4.6c on scales 15 to 20. The location of spectral maximum varies for 20
nm. The small scale features are not visible on the broad spectra of Irene
in figure 4.6d, some structure only arises from scale 30.
The visible details in figure 4.6 can be selected for comparison and
identification of pollutant in experimental dataset. However, it is better to
apply feature extraction algorithm using (3.7) and select the small number
of detail coefficients which will also correspond to significant features. The
algorithm parameters are τ = 0.01, n = 237, j = 6 and rbio1.5. The
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Figure 4.5: Detection of water deformation example. The target areas are marked
by arrows. The presence of pollution underwater in pool as determined by distance
between the HLIF of water matrix and measurement. The higher value denotes
the stronger deformation of spectra. (a) - The plot indicated that Sundex pollution
is not detectable due to the presence of noise additive in signal. (b) - Value of
distance after the ASC denoising. The area of Sundex target is clearly seen in
data.
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(a) HLIF spectra plot of experimental pollutants.
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(b) The CWT spectra of Sundex
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Figure 4.6: The HLIF end-member plot of Sundex, Calsol and Irene with
corresponding CWT emission-scale spectra.
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Figure 4.7: The reconstructed feature curves of Sundex, Calsol and Irene. The
curves are reconstructed from detail coefficients on scales cD4,5,6 . The Irene
features are extracted with τ = 0.005.

non-zero coefficient number for each pollutant are
Name
Sundex
Calsol
Crude oil

Sparsity, k
15
15
7

Compression
93.67
93.67
97.05

n
k

#{cA, cDj , ..., cD1 }
4—4—5—2—0—0—0
4—4—4—4—0—0—0
4—3—0—0—0—0—0

The Crude oil structure is very sparse, it can be represented using only
4 approximation and 3 detail coefficients. Such small number of features
for comparison can affect the performance. Thus the number of detail
coefficients for analysis is increased by lowering the reconstruction error to
τ = 0.005. New coefficients are
Name
Crude oil

Sparsity, k
12

Compression
94.94

n
k

#{cA, cDj , ..., cD1 }
4—3—4—1—0—0—0

The detail coefficients on scales cD4,5,6 are used in FWD calculations.
The reconstructed details are plotted in figure 4.7.
Figure 4.8 shows the results of pollution identification. The clean water
samples identified in previous step are removed from plot. The results of full
signal-space distance (see figure 4.8a) show numerous classification errors
specifically for crude oil samples (the results overlap with Calsol model).
On figure 4.8b the type of pollutant is clearly seen for each sample. The
Irene crude oil samples are distinguished from Calsol model. Some distance
values of Irene samples are generally higher than overall binary classifier
threshold (estimated as 5e−3 ). Such minor errors are caused by a high level
of noise in the instrument. The distance is increased as the small features
of crude oil spectrum are affected by the signal noise.
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Figure 4.8: Identification of oil pollution example. The identification of pollution
from underwater targets. The lower value denotes the stronger similarity of sample
residual to the pollutant end-member. (a) - the conventional distance. (b) - the
FWD on sample residual.

4.5

Land surface oil pollution identification

The next example is denoted to show the application of HLIF data analysis
for identification of oil pollution of land surface, see description in section
4.2.3. The experiment was designed to simulate the fresh oil pollution, when
oil constantly refreshes from leakage source. The research was also directed
to obtain a library of land natural fluorescent objects. The library also
included frequently encountered non organic surfaces like sand, stones, etc,
which have some natural fluorescence response due to the covering organics
layer. The dataset included porous objects, like moss and soil, which
significantly affected the pollution process, as most of fresh oil instantly
went underneath the surface layer.
The experimental library contained common natural fluorescence objects
and underlying surfaces with additional 26 vegetation items. The vegetation data included leaves and bark samples of hardwood and coniferous
trees, bushes and flowers. The complete list is given in table 4.1.
The plot 4.9a is given as normalized fluorescence response of samples.
The fluorescence efficiency of polluted and clean samples is mixed, thus
no general pollution detection using the intensity value is possible. The
only group of sand, soil etc. surfaces located in samples from 160 to 190
has fluorescence value lower that in polluted samples. The distribution of
fluorescence intensities for polluted and clean samples is shown in figure
4.9b.
Figure 4.10a plot shows selected HLIF spectra of underlying surfaces
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Surfaces
soil
sand
clay
stone
grass moss

Vegetation
maple fir thuja juniper pine
willow blueberries cherry raspberries hazel
aspen apple birch rowan chestnut larch
linden oak grapes nettle fern dandelion
blueberries clover poplar currant sagebrush

Table 4.1: The experimental library of land vegetation and surfaces. Total 26
vegetation items with grass and moss as underlying surfaces.
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Figure 4.9: Fluorescence intensity values of land objects experimental data. (a)
- The plot of normalized fluorescence values for experiment. (b) - Histogram of
fluorescence values, red - polluted, blue - clean samples. The clean and polluted
samples distributions overlap.
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Figure 4.10: HLIF spectra examples of land objects experimental data. (a) the spectra of fluorophores with high fluorescence intensity. (b) - the spectra of
fluorophores with low fluorescence intensity. The fluorescence is compared with
polluted samples.
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and vegetation data. The natural fluorophores are grouped by fluorescence
intensity into two groups according to histogram in figure 4.9b. It is
seen that most of natural fluorophores have fluorescence comparable with
polluted samples in this experiment. These includes the spectra of grass,
poplar, clover and others. The low fluorescence samples include moss,
soil, clay and birch. The spectra maximum are located in UV and blue
range. Most of examples display a broad fluorescence spectrum with minor
curvature. The visible variability of HLIF spectra shapes and intensities is
high.
The fluorescence of selected natural objects was measured with and
without oil pollution. The typical Crude oil was used as pollutant, as it is
most general type of oil product transferred in onshore oil pipelines. The
crude oil pollution was added on selected sample surface in equal amount
and instantly measured. As mentioned, for some porous substances, most
of oil additive eventually disappeared from target area. The final dataset
contained 52 samples of polluted and 203 objects total.
The selected Crude oil HLIF spectrum with extracted and reconstructed
feature curve is shown in figure 4.11. This smooth crude oil spectrum
presents non standing features, thus τ is lowered to 0.005. The feature
extraction parameters are τ = 0.005, n = 237, j = 6 and rbio2.6 and the
non-zero coefficients are
Sparsity, k
14

Compression
94.09

n
k

#{cA, cDj , ..., cD1 }
4—4—5—1—0—0—0 .

In this example the HLIF analysis differ from previous experiments.
Even for this experimental small library of thirty two end-members the
application of LMM has low practical value (see discussion in sections 1.3
and 1.4). The applicable solution is to analyze the extracted pollutant
features directly. The idea is that if pollutant spectrum is presented in
linear mixture then its small scale structural components will likely to affect
the resulting spectrum. This in turn will decrease distance between mixture
and pollutant end-member spectrum on local scales. On the contrary, the
absence of similar features will set the distance to relatively large value and
exclude the false-positive sample.
Figure 4.12a shows the analysis results as plot of feature weighted distance vs sample. The first 52 samples are polluted natural objects from
table 4.1. The rest of x-axis represents table 4.1 objects and their separate
parts (bark, back side of leaves etc.). It is seen that generally polluted
samples have FWD value close to zero. However there are some samples
with distinct position on plot. The presence of such errors is due to the
spongy objects that absorb oil. The experimental amount of oil was quickly
absorbed, leaving only a minor or no oil on surface and consequently the
pollutant HLIF signal features were extremely low in observed object.
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Figure 4.11: HLIF spectra of crude oil used in experiment with CWT and
reconstructed feature curve. (a) - the HLIF spectra of crude oil. The spectrum
structure is common, smooth and lacks of significant and unique features (ex. in
comparison with oil in figure 3.13). (b)- the CWT emission-scale spectrum. (c) the reconstructed feature curve using the scale cD4,5 coefficients.
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Figure 4.12: Land surface oil pollution identification results. The plot of TP vs FP
rate. (a) - The plot of FWD. The lower value denotes the stronger similarity of
observation to the pollutant on extracted features. (b) - The plot of true-positive vs
false-positive rate or ROC characteristic for signal-space distance d, scaled distance
- sd and FWD. The best results are given by FWD.
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The identification quality is checked with ROC characteristic curves
plotted in figure 4.12b. The curves are plotted for conventional, feature
and feature weighted distances. Two points marked on plot represent two
possible binary classifier settings. The first point denotes the threshold
configuration for optimal false-positive results with penalty on true-positive
rate. The second selects the best configuration for maximizing true-positive
rate. As overall the FWD value shows the classifier with best quality. The
approximate improvement of classifier between conventional and feature
weighted distances is 15% for equal false-positive rate.

4.6

Land/water mixed diagnostics

The final section is a application example of land/water oil pollution detection and identification in complex conditions. The airborne remote survey
of large river and shore territories after the oil spill presented a sophisticated
task for HLIF LIDAR system and analysis methods. The description of
survey conditions and tasks is given in section 4.2.4.
Crude oil pollution which occurred a year before the survey presented a
substance of mixed volatile hydrocarbon diluents with Canada’s Athabasca
oil sands heavy bitumen. The light fractions of hydrocarbon evaporated in
a short term after a spill, leaving the bitumen in a water column. The
spectrum of bitumen was measured using the airborne LIDAR system and
plot is shown in figure 4.13. Analysis of spectrum structure with CWT
revealed that no significant features are present on spectrum (see figure
4.13c). Yet minor details were extracted with parameters τ = 0.005, n =
256, j = 6 and rbio2.6
Sparsity, k
16

Compression
93.75

n
k

#{cA, cDj , ..., cD1 }
4—4—4—4—0—0—0 .

In mixed diagnostics the on-line identification of target surface is a
critical point in success oil pollutant classification. This is specifically
true in diagnostics of closed waters with expected high content of natural
DOM. The background surface identification can be managed using the
georeferenced target location with support of topographic map meta data.
However this statement is true only for post-processing analysis, as in realtime operation the information about closed water areas is typically not
available. In such case the real-time analysis must lean only on incoming
spectral data.
The real time simple indicator of water target is a RSS. In natural water
linear mixture model (see figure 1.5) the RSS is included with spectrum of
DOM. The presence of RSS on HLIF spectrum turns the algorithm towards
the water analysis, which was described in detail in previous sections.
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Figure 4.13: HLIF spectra of bitumen pollution from Kalamazoo experiment.
The spectrum maximum is located on 460 nm. The shape is similar to previous
experiment crude oil with maximum shifted towards longer wavelengths.
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Figure 4.14: Kalamazoo ground finding HLIF spectra. The estimated oil spectra
intensity is compared with DOM target from nearby location. The DOM spectrum
shows no RSS, which speaks about extremely high concentration of natural organics
in water.

However, due to the high concentration of natural organics, there exist
cases when Raman scattering is suppressed by high water turbidity, like
one showed in figure 4.14. In such case only the DOM deformation is used
to determine the target surface. The latter means that DOM is subject to
feature extraction as any other end-member, and FWD is used to find the
samples with extremely high water turbidity. As a result, those samples
are referred as a clean water.
After the target surface estimation the on-line analysis follows the land
or water approaches as described previously. The post processing relies on
the information of found alarms and targets with high DOM content in real
time analysis. The available georeferenced meta data is used to correct the
land/water surface estimation and retry the analysis for positive samples.
The available meta information can be used to filter out the side findings.
Figure 4.15 shows the global result of post processing analysis summary
for ground findings. The areas with detected pollution on the ground are
marked with orange and red colors according to pollution signal intensity.
Blue polygon is a georeferenced meta data of river estimated inundation
area, which is extended from normal river bed location. There were multiple
locations where oil fluorescence signals are detected. The areas with lowest
distance (FWD) to oil end-member are considered as “oil detected”. Any
targets with values less than one standard deviation from “oil detected” distance were classified as “oil pollution suspected” as a conservative measure
to deal with this buffer area.
There were no local oil film findings on water surface, thus all HLIF
spectra with RSS and high DOM deformation were classified as unknowns.
Those spectra were again included in post processing analysis for land
targets.
The example of land alarm is demonstrated in figure 4.14 (red line).
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The fluorescence intensity of spectrum corresponds to the estimated value
of bitumen on 200 meters distance. The spectral shape is discriminated
using the FWD and presents high similarity to end-member.
Plot 4.16 and 4.17 show the detailed view of river inundation area at
two locations selected in figure 4.15. The first section corresponds to upper
river area which was the closest to the place where the pollutant entered
the river. The data analysis shows residual oil pollution on land located
inside the inundation area. The overall ground area remains cleared from
pollution, which is confirmed by visual inspection and ground sampling.
The RSS with high DOM deformation is detected on the river bank, which
corresponds to mixed spectrum of land vegetation and water. No DOM
deformation from oil pollutant is present in water medium.
The second area covers the larger region in downstream after the Ceresco
dam. The land regions show multiple pollution locations. The number of
DOM unknown deformation locations are in the proximity of the river
banks and in mixed location like swamps and small ponds. Still the water
surface remains clean from oil.
The application of Kalamazoo land/water mixed diagnostics combine
all techniques and algorithms for HLIF data processing and interpretation.
The analysis final results correspond to the estimated state of Kalamazoo
region at the time of survey. The most of pollutant was removed or isolated
from land surface. Large amount of heavy bitumen was developed into
sediment and remained deep under the water surface. Due to the high
turbidity of water the LIDAR was not able to directly detect below 20
inches, so it was not able to survey the river or lake beds.
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4.7

Spectral Layered Analysis

The previous application demonstrated the complete logic of pollution
detection and classification. The techniques of end-member model composition, HLIF denoising and feature extraction are incorporated into the
procedure. This created a framework of operational multi-tier analysis
procedure which is proposed here.
The Spectral Layered Analysis (SLA) is the multi-tier system of pollution detection and identification for operational use in real-time and post
processing LIDAR application. In addition to identification the analysis
can estimate important parameters of water medium and can be used to
classify the natural background. With proper calibration, analysis output
can estimate the quantity of oil pollution. Using additional georeferenced
meta-data the analysis results are used to create the thematic maps of the
survey area as showed in section 4.6.
The schematic structure of analysis is given in figure 4.18. The first step
of on-line analysis includes the signal preprocessing stage. The general
preprocessing is used to improve the signal characteristics, like signal-tonoise (SNR) ratio. The ASC denoising is applied here. The additional
corrections are device specific functions, like detector spectral response,
which are used to standardize the HLIF data between the instruments.
Signal filtration estimates the quality of signal and overall fluorescence
intensity in order remove low and oversaturated measurements.
The second layer is the identification of underlying surface. Generally
we want to discriminate between natural water and terrestrial targets. A
natural water is always characterized by specific and strong fluorescence
response: RSS and DOM. The presence of RSS is unambiguous indication
of water medium, thus the analysis follows the water algorithm (see figure
4.19). The absence of RSS can signal about the high water turbidity.
The DOM identification is used to check if the spectrum shape belongs
to natural organics. The spectra which belong to DOM class without RSS
are specifically marked as “High DOM Concentration” (HDC) for future
processing. The rest of data moves to the land analysis procedure.
Although, RSS can be easily detected, the surface estimation error can
arise due to the suppression of RSS in case of thick oil film or small water
column, ex. at pool. In such case the additional information is geographic
reference of measurements, which is used for supervised underlying identification and error correction in post processing stages.
The post processing of HLIF data is divided into two stages. The
spectra marked as “Undefined” pollution from water analysis and all online alarm data are reprocessed by corresponding analysis method, with
corrected geographic reference. This step is required for spectra with falsepositive RSS estimation, as it removes the false-positive undefined water
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pollution. Also the data with false-negative RSS estimation is rechecked
with natural water LMM. The second stage is implemented for “LnA”
(“Land no Alarm“) marked data. This step is optional in many cases, as the
reprocessing of complete land based observations can be time consuming.
After the underlying surface identification the water surface is processed
using the natural water and pollutant LMM. The FWD is calculated on
measurement residual and checked against the global distance threshold.
The binary classifier determines the class of pollutant. Quantitative analysis available after the classification, as the calibration data (ex. concentration vs. signal power) depends on the oil product. Some additional
parameters, like concentration of organic matter, water turbidity can be
estimated in water analysis (Pantani et al., 1995; Babichenko et al., 2010).
In the terrestrial areas the natural background variability present increased complexity for mixture model approach. The pollution mixture
model should be managed for every background end-member not considering the background mixtures itself. Thus the LMM is created from
single spectrum of pollutant and the classification distance is evaluated on
important features of HLIF spectrum. Approach example and results are
demonstrated in structural analysis of HLIF data in section 4.2.3.
The additional thematic map of fluorescent objects can be created if
the reference library of natural terrestrial background objects is available
for survey area. The benefit of additional classification is the detection of
unknown or outliers, which substantially differ known natural fluorophores.
This information can be used for location estimation of ground sampling
in post cleaning operations.
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4.8

Conclusions

The experimental results provided in this chapter demonstrate the high
reliability and feasibility of HLIF OPD method. The capabilities are further
improved using the processing methods proposed in this thesis.
The developed technique of ASC denoising improves the discrimination
of polluted natural water. The dependency of discrimination quality on signal power is suppressed, decreasing the minimum detectable deformation of
natural water matrix from pollutant in 2.5 times as showed by experiment.
The HLIF discrimination measure weighted by extracted features (FWD)
already showed the reduction of false positives for Gobles example in section
3.3.2. The results of another OPD example in difficult environmental conditions, like submerged oil targets in water with high organics, demonstrated
the improvement of identification for crude oil targets.
Sophisticated experiment with land surfaces and fluorescent targets demonstrated the capabilities of HLIF OPD diagnostics on highly variable natural
fluorescence background. The identification quality controlled with ROC
(basic binary classifier) showed 92% of true-positive results with only 6%
of false-positives. The discrimination has been performed without the
linear mixture models of pollutant and background. The proposed feature
extraction increased the classification performance for 15% in average.
Final example has been denoted to OPD in post-cleaning remote sensing survey of land/water areas. The results demonstrated the ability of
airborne HLIF LIDAR system to detect the minor crude oil pollution on
inner waters and terrain. Two local detailed georeferenced OPD maps have
been generated with estimated residual pollution locations.
Considerable experimental experience allowed to refine and adjust core
procedures and branches in the HLIF OPD data processing creating the
state-of-the-art OPD HLIF platform, which has been introduced as a final
result of the thesis. The basic structure includes the real-time and postprocessing operation considering HLIF data measured on land and water.
The schematic structure shown on figures 4.18 and 4.19 will be implemented
in HLIF LIDAR operational software.
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Conclusion
Concluding remarks
The HLIF data processing solutions for OPD are designed in this thesis.
Main developments considered the improvement of pollution diagnostics in
harsh operation conditions in order to meet the criteria of the automated
decision making.
While the problem of pollution diagnostics with LIF technique has been
well studied, a real-world measurement conditions and physical limitations
of instruments (signal power, noise) have played a negative role in emergence of comprehensive operational and commercial solution of LIF-LIDAR
as a sensing component. The conversion of LIDAR measurements, such as
HLIF data, into useful information regarding the end-user requirements
has been undeveloped yet, basically due to the time-consuming process of
technology maturity.
The HLIF data processing begins with understanding of data structure
and interpretation of data variance on the basis of scientific experience.
The general assumptions about the HLIF signals, thus the fluorescence response have denoted the HLIF signal LMM approach. LMM is common for
hyperspectral imagery, however in LIF the substance binded fluorescence
response allows the creation of universal and calibrated end-member library
and group the end-members by their role in analysis.
The LIF technique provides the direct response of targeted object molecular structure and when it is recorded with hyperspectral detector it can
be analyzed as continuous spectrum. In spite of LIF advantages, the spectral broadening of fluorescence presents the challenges for discrimination
between objects (for example comparing with Raman spectroscopy). This
challenge has been studied across this work as discrimination of pollutant
HLIF from natural fluorescence background objects (DOM or land organics) in a number of simulation and real-world experiments.
The discrimination challenge brings next statement introduced in Sobolev
and Babichenko (2013a) - the relation of classification features to spectral
properties, like local extreme points, is very important. First of all the
discrimination between HLIF data is dependent on signal noise, which is
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not related to spectral properties rather than to limitations of instruments.
The ASC denoising algorithm developed in the work and tested on specific
HLIF signal-dependent noise simulation demonstrated improved pollution
detection capabilities in experiments with real data. The denoising for
signal-dependent noise is not limited to HLIF signals, the technique will be
applied for single-channel fluorosensor for detection of microalgae in water
in Babichenko et al. (2014) utility model. The HLIF noise model research
has been done to create realistic simulation test environments for this thesis
and forthcoming work.
While the HLIF spectrum holds large amount of information the quality
of discrimination is dependent on the extraction and selection of the relevant one. The selection of class discriminating information is the problem
of pattern recognition and there is no general approach for all applications.
In HLIF processing the structural feature extraction/selection has been
proposed. It naturally involves all relevant parts constituting the spectrum
in discrimination, while the irrelevant parts are removed. The process of
feature extraction is automated and can be embedded into LMM library.
The developed feature extraction capabilities have been demonstrated on a
number of real-world OPD field experiments and operations. A case study
of land objects pollution showed the improvement at 15% comparing with
conventional discrimination in data-space.
The variety of real-world, laboratory and simulation experiments have
been used to test the HLIF OPD capabilities with developed processing
methods at the final chapter of the work. As the result of certain development level the solution for HLIF OPD in mixed water/land environment
has been created. The solution considered the real-time delivery of user
information, like polluted and suspicious findings. The post-processing is
designed for the refinement of the results.
The continuous detection and assessment of water/land pollution, classification and estimation the pollution level and generation of environmental
warning data at earlier stage are the main assumptions behind the development of a HLIF monitoring systems. The R&D activities in this thesis made
a step towards the LIDAR automated pollution diagnostics operation.

Future work
The global oil production trends create demand of technology and sensors
capable working in real environments. Example is the offshore oil industry
which continuously moves into the subsea areas. The subsea oil industry is
the largest commercial user of Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROV), where
they have become an essential tool for deepwater operations. In the primary
offshore oil activity sector a long period of high oil prices and surging
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deepwater activity has driven orders for offshore drilling rigs to numbers
not seen for decades (GBI Research, 2011).
While being effective in many applications conventional HLIF technique
still has a number of limitations, like the complex optical scheme and mild
signal-to-noise ratio, that inhibit wide operational use of such instruments.
The operation of sensors onboard of ROV or Unmanned Airborne Vehicles
(UAV) requires the extensive miniaturization of technology. This concerns
new solid state sensing hardware with low power, high sensitivity and low
cost components, while leaving the advantages of hyperspectral information
intact.
The promising Compressed Sensing (CS) technology which is discovered
by Candes and Tao and by Donoho (Candès et al., 2006; Donoho, 2006)
in 2006, in theory, gives the ability to reconstruct complex signals from
very few samples. The comprehensive overview of CS advances can be
found in Candès and Wakin (2008) and Lee (2011). The practical imaging
devices that implement the theory have been already developed and put
into marked (InView Technology Corporation, 2014).
The HLIF data presents high compression rate, which has been shown
during the feature extraction in chapter 3, thus it has the potential for
implementation in the framework of CS. The current status of development
is the design of laboratory sensor using the conventional low-resolution
discrete channel detector with static low-cost low-quality filter array. An
additional theoretical developments of CS signal reconstruction considering
the fluorescence spectral properties are on schedule.
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Appendix
Example implementations of algorithms discussed in this thesis are provided in Appendix. The code listings are given for Matlab scripting language, however can be easily translated to any other. The codes are tested
on Matlab with “Wavelet Toolbox” v4.9(R2012a). Algorithms implementations must be considered for research purposes only. The operational
use require implementations in different and more computationally efficient
languages.
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1-D lifting wavelet transform
This algorithm is customized and corrected realization of lifting transform implementation lwt in “Wavelet Toolbox” v4.9(R2012a). The signal
boundary adaptation error is corrected as in original lwt it introduces the
zero padding of signal outside support. The algorithm follows the WT
theory introduced in section 2.2.4.
Initialize signal y, number of scales N and lifting scheme LS using the
Matlab function liftwave.
function [C,L] = liflwt(y,LS,N)
C = [];
ye = y;
for j=1:N
% Splitting.
yo = dyaddown(ye,0);
ye = dyaddown(ye,1);
ko = 1:length(yo);
ke = 1:length(ye);
% Lifting.
for l=1:size(LS,1)-1
koeff = LS{l,2};
z = LS{l,3};
if strcmp(LS{l,1},'d') % dual lifting step
for k=1:length(koeff)
yo = yo + koeff(k)*(interp1(ke,ye,ko+z,...
'linear','extrap'));
z = z - 1;
end
elseif strcmp(LS{l,1},'p') % primal lifting step
for k=1:length(koeff)
ye = ye + koeff(k)*(interp1(ko,yo,ke+z,...
'linear','extrap'));
z = z - 1;
end
else
error('lifting error');
end
end
% Normalization.
ye = LS{end,1}*ye;
yo = LS{end,2}*yo;
C = [yo C];
L((N+2)-j) = length(yo);
end
L(1) = length(ye);
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L(end+1) = length(y);
C = [ye C];

The output is coefficients C and corresponding length for each scale L.
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Inverse 1-D lifting wavelet transform
This is the corrected inverse 1-D lifting transform.
function y = lifilwt(C,LS,N,L)
y = C(1:L(1));
idx = cumsum(L(1:end));
for j=1:N
yo = C(idx(j)+1:idx(j+1));
ko = 1:length(yo);
ke = 1:length(y);
% Normalization.
y = y/LS{end,1};
yo = yo/LS{end,2};
% Lifting.
for l=size(LS,1)-1:-1:1
koeff = LS{l,2};
z = LS{l,3};
if strcmp(LS{l,1},'d') % dual lifting step
for k=1:length(koeff)
yo = yo - koeff(k)*(interp1(ke,y,ko+z,...
'linear','extrap'));
z = z - 1;
end
elseif strcmp(LS{l,1},'p') % primal lifting step
for k=1:length(koeff)
y = y - koeff(k)*(interp1(ko,yo,ke+z,...
'linear','extrap'));
z = z - 1;
end
else
error('lifting error');
end
end
% Merging.
tmp = zeros(1,length(y)+length(yo));
tmp(2:2:end) = yo;
tmp(1:2:end) = y;
y = tmp;
end
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Poisson-Gaussian noise model algorithm
Algorithm to create Poisson-Gaussian noise model from (2.22). First step
is to initialize Poissonian a and Gaussian b values, clipping parameters and
y(x) where x ∈ X and y : X → [0, 1].
% y = f(x)->[0...1];
a = 0.04ˆ2;
b = 0.004ˆ2;
clipping above = 1;
clipping below = 0;

Generate random numbers from the Poisson distributions with mean
parameters λ = ya .
z = a*poissrnd(y/a);

Generate
√ values from a normal distribution with mean 0 and standard
deviation b and add them to z.
z = z + sqrt(b)*randn(size(y));

Clip resulting z.
if clipping below
z = max(0,z);
end
if clipping above
z = min(z,1);
end

The output is z(x) = y(x) + N (0, ay(x) + b).

Estimation of Poisson-Gaussian noise model parameters
Algorithm q
estimates the Poisson-Gaussian noise model parameters using
σf it (y) =
max(0, ây + b̂) as curve fit to {ŷi , σ̂i } segment pairs. The
algorithm is divided into two parts: segmentation and curve fitting.
We consider here that dynamic range of sensor (in ex. bits per pixel,
saturation level) denoted as S is known and y(x) ≥ 0 ∀x. Initialize data
x ∈ X and z : X → [0, 1] and clipping parameters. The z can be matrix of
measurements of size m × n, where m is number of measurements.
z = z/S; % normalize z into [0...1] range
clipping above = 1;
clipping below = 0;

In general the HLIF signals are smooth and have no edges inside their
support. Thus the estimation of local {ŷi , σ̂i } pairs is based on histogram
splitting of non-overlapped ŷ segments. The signal boundary must be
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concerned, thus the noise analysis uses lifting scheme to reduce the effect
of signal boundary in detail coefficients (important for signal shown on
figure 2.8a). Initialize lifting scheme for 3rd order Daubechies wavelet using
All wavelets in Matliftwave('db3') (scheme structure is given below).
√
P
2,
thus
the approximation
lab have normalized l2 -norm to 1 and
ϕ
=
√
coefficients must be normalized to 2.
LS = liftwave('db3');
%LS =
%'d'
[
-2.4255]
[ 0]
%'p'
[-0.0793,0.3524][ 1]
%'d'
[2.8953,-0.5614][-1]
%'p'
[
0.0198]
[ 2]
%[2.3155]
[
0.4319]
[]
% store (A)pproximations and (D)etails of all z
A = []; D = [];
for i = 1:size(z,1)
[C,L] = liflwt(signoise(n,:),LS,1);
cA = C(1:L(1));
cD = C(L(1)+1:end);
A = [A cA/sqrt(2)];
D = [D cD];
end

Compute the histogram using k = ⌈2n1/3 ⌉ rule for number of bins k
(Sturges, 1926).
% segment (sA)pproximations and (sD)etails
sA = {}; sD = {};
k = ceil(2*length(A)ˆ(1/3)); % number of bins
edges = linspace(0,1,k+1);
for i = 2:1:length(edges)
idxs = edges(i-1) <= A & A < edges(i);
sA{end + 1} = A(idxs);
sD{end + 1} = D(idxs);
end

Estimate local expectation/standard deviation pairs. The standard deviation uses robust estimator based on the median absolute deviation (MAD)
with bias factor f (Mosteller and Tukey, 1977).
% expectation
yi = cellfun(@(in) mean(in),sA);
% standard deviation
f = cellfun(@(in) 1/(5*length(in))+norminv(3/4),sD);
sigmai = cellfun(@(in) mad(in,1),sD)./f;
% plot the results
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plot(yi,sigmai,'o');

In order to create robust fit of Poisson-Gaussian noise model we minimize
the logarithmic risk function of (2.26) considering the nonlinear clipped
versions of ỹ and σ̃. The optimization uses basic multi-start approach
with random initial parameters α and β for a and b respectively, which are
selected empirically or by coarse least squares estimation.
% denote clipping transformations using anonymous functions
% clipped variance estimation with mean mu
varmu = @(mu) normcdf(mu)+normpdf(mu).*mu-normpdf(mu).ˆ2+...
normcdf(mu).*mu.*(mu-normcdf(mu).*mu-2*normpdf(mu));
% calculate clipped version of sigma
if clipping below && clipping above
tSigma = @(y,sigma) ...
sigma.*varmu(y./sigma).*varmu((1-y)./sigma);
elseif clipping below
tSigma = @(y,sigma) sigma.*varmu(y./sigma);
elseif clipping above
tSigma = @(y,sigma) sigma.*varmu((1-y)./sigma);
else
tSigma = @(y,sigma) sigma;
end

Apply unconstrained multivariable nonlinear optimization method of
(Lagarias et al., 1998) implemented in Matlab as fminsearch function.
% initialize multi-start parameters
alpha = 0.04ˆ2;
beta = 0.004ˆ2;
fval = Inf; % initial value of objective function
for i=1:10 % number of trials
[abetmp,fvaltmp] = fminsearch(@(arg) ...
optimproblem(arg,yi,sigmai,tSigma),[alpha beta] + ...
randn(1,2).*[alpha beta].ˆ2);
% select global minimum
if fvaltmp < fval
abe = abetmp;
fval = fvaltmp;
end
end
% plot the results
plot(yi,sigmai,'o',yi,tSigma(yi,sqrt(yi*abe(1)+abe(2))));

The optimproblem is the logrisk function implemented in separate file
as
function out = optimproblem(ab,yi,sigmai,tSigma)
sigma = sqrt(max(0,ab(1)*yi+ab(2)));
sigmat = tSigma(yi,sigma); % clipping
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out = sum(log(sigmai./sigmat).ˆ2); % logrisk
end

Final estimated Poisson-Gaussian model parameters are â =abe(1) and
b̂ =abe(2).
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Wavelet feature extraction
Algorithm for wavelet feature extraction of HLIF signal y, which finds the
sparsity-norm minimum as given in equation (3.7). Initialize lifting scheme,
error constant τ and wavelet decomposition level.
LS = liftwave('rbio1.5');
%LS =
%'p'
[
1]
%'d'
[0.0117,-0.0859,-0.5,0.0859,-0.0117]
%[0.7071]
[
1.4142]

[0]
[2]
[]

tau = 0.01; % 1% error
j = floor(log(length(y))/log(2));
j = j-1; % there should be at least two coefficients

The decomposition is created for maximum level j − 1 using custom
implementation of lifting liflwt provided earlier.
C = liflwt(y,LS,j);

Apply the Θk operator for 0 ≤ k ≤ n/2.
[~,IX] = sort(abs(C),'descend');
n = length(C);
for k=1:round(n/2) % number of nonzero entries
a = C;
a(IX((k+1):end)) = 0;
ErrNorm(k) = abs((sum((C-a).ˆ2)/sum(C.ˆ2))ˆ0.5-tau);
end

Find minimum of ErrNorm and features a.
[~,kmin] = min(ErrNorm);
J = setdiff(1:n,1:kmin);
a = C;
a(IX(J)) = 0; % extracted features
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ASC denoising
This algorithm is example implementation of ASC denoising method from
section 3.3.3. The solution minimizes the (3.4) with (3.6) where penalization coefficient λ is estimated as (3.9). Initialize signal y, lifting scheme LS
and wavelet decomposition level j.
LS = liftwave('rbio1.5');
%LS =
%'p'
[
1]
%'d'
[0.0117,-0.0859,-0.5,0.0859,-0.0117]
%[0.7071]
[
1.4142]

[0]
[2]
[]

j = floor(log(length(y))/log(2));
j = j-1; % there should be at least two coefficients

Compute the decomposition and sort the coefficients C according to
penalization rule defined in equation (3.10).
[C,L] = liflwt(y,LS,j);
Cpen = C; % high penalized
[~,IX] = sort(abs(Cpen(1:L(1))),'descend');
for n=2:length(L)-1
idx = L(n)+1:L(n+1);
[~,tmp] = sort(abs(Cpen(idx)),'descend');
IX = [IX idx(tmp)];
end

Compute the logarithmic error norm.
n = length(C);
for k=1:round(n/2) % number of nonzero entries
a = C;
a(IX((k+1):end)) = 0;
LogErrNorm(k) = n/2*log(sum((C-a).ˆ2));
end

Using the segmented linear regression estimate best λ̂ = 2|β|. The break
point between segments is estimated by fitting the linear model with unknown parameter B. Implementation is based on Matlab fminbnd function,
which is based on golden section search and parabolic interpolation (Brent,
2013).
x = 1:k; % support of LogErrNorm
% segmented model
segmodel = @(B) [(x<B);x.*(x<B);(x>=B);x.*(x>=B)];
% linear regression equation
lr = @(B) LogErrNorm/segmodel(B);
% log norm fit
fit = @(B) lr(B)*segmodel(B);
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% find best B which minimizes MSE
BreakPoint = round(fminbnd(@(B) sum((LogErrNorm - ...
fit(B)).ˆ2),0,x(end)/2));
koeff = lr(BreakPoint);
% apply the estimated slope compansation
ASC = LogErrNorm+2*abs(koeff(end))*x;

Reconstruct the denoised ŷ signal from â coefficients.
[~,kmin] = min(ASC);
J = setdiff(1:n,1:kmin);
a = C;
a(IX(J)) = 0;
haty = lifilwt(a,LS,j,L);
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Kokkuvõte
Hüperspektraalse andmete analüüs ja tõlgendamine
kaugseires laser-induced- fluorescencemeetodi põhjal
Käesolev väitekiri on pühendatud HLIF (Hyperspectral Laser Induced Fluorescence) andmetööluse asetamisele süstemaatilisele alusele. Eesmärkideks
on HLIF tehnoloogia analüütiliste võimaluste parandamine ja automaatse
otsustamise tehnoloogilise aluse loomine vee- ja maapinna reostuse (Oil Pollution Diagnostics – OPD) detekteerimiseks ning tuvastamiseks. Uuringutes
osutatakse märkimisväärsele OPD kvaliteedi paranemisele, kui rakendada
sobival moel selleks spetsiaalselt kavandatud signaalitöötluse tehnoloogiaid.
HLIF andmete esialgne interpreteerimine on uuringute ettevalmistavaks
sammuks. Põhilised oletused HLIF signaalide kohta esitatakse LMM (Linear Mixture Model) kujul. Kavandatakse maa- ja veeobjektide referents
andmebaasi struktuur ja süstematiseerimine, grupeerituna loomuliku taustfluorestsentsi ja huvipakkuvate signaalide järgi.
Kaugseire LIF meetodi puhul on võtmeküsimuseks saastesignaali eraldamine loomulikust taustsignaalist. Diskrimineerimise võimekust piiravad
mõõtemääramatus ja signaali infosisaldus. Käesolevas dissertatsioonis on
põhilisks teemaks signaali andmetöötlusel müratasandus ja detaili väljatõmbamine. Lihtsa HLIF OPD korral osutuvadki oluliseks müratasandus
ja wavelet’il põhinev struktuurse detaili väljatõmbamine.
Käesoleva dissertatsiooni tulemused on juba rakendatud ja integreeritakse edaspidi HLIF lidari ekspluatatsiooniplatvormi. Hulk HLIF OPD
reaalseid, laboratoorseid ja simulatsioon andmehulki on läbinud võrdleva
analüüsi pakutud töötlusalgoritmide efektiivsuse hindamiseks. Dissertatsiooni tulemusena on välja töötatud lahendus HLIF OPD jaoks kombineeritud vesi/maapind keskkonnas.
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Abstract
Hyperspectral data processing and interpretation
in remote sensing based on laser-induced fluorescence method
This thesis is devoted to establish a systematic approach for Hyperspectral
Laser Induced Fluorescence (HLIF) data processing. The goals are to
enhance the analytical capabilities of HLIF technique and provide the base
platform for automated decision making in land and water Oil Pollution
Diagnostics (OPD) and identification. It is shown in the research that
proper application of specifically designed signal processing techniques can
significantly improve the quality of OPD.
The interpretation of HLIF data is considered as a preliminary step of
research. The general assumptions about the HLIF signals are expressed in
the specific Linear Mixture Model (LMM) approach. The reference library
structure and fluorescence objects systematization are proposed for land
and water targets by dividing the objects into groups of natural fluorescence
backgrounds and signals of interest.
The pollution discrimination from natural fluorescence backgrounds is
one of the key issues of remote diagnostics with LIF method. The discrimination capabilities are always constrained by the measurement uncertainty
and information content. The data analysis based on denoising and feature
extraction is used as a main tool of the subject research. The developed
techniques of Adaptive Slope Compensation (ASC) denoising and wavelet
based structural feature extraction are approved to be essential in robust
HLIF OPD.
The results of this thesis are implemented and will be further integrated
in HLIF LIDAR operational platform. The number of real-world, laboratory and simulation OPD case studies are evaluated to test the HLIF
OPD capabilities with proposed data processing methods. As the result of
dedicated developments the solution for HLIF OPD in mixed water/land
environment has been elaborated.
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Organization
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Developing HLIF detector and data acquisition system.
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9. Main areas of scientific work/Current research topics
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